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On the measurement of Tobin’s q 

tRcLnwd Lhxxmbe~ 1994: find wxsim~ ruxid July 1996) 

We examine the methods commonly mployed 10 estimalc Tobin’s q ratios and find 
them lo be &wed in design and arbitrary in impkmtntation We propose an altcmrtlve 
procdure which is both simpler and morr accura(c. The key lo rhc proadurr is an 
improvaJ nuasu~ of fixed assc~ r@xemenc any throu& r& proper idcnribc;rtion d 
Ihe G;int+s d fixed assets that are in place for a firm. Application d this proaxlurc 10 
a laqs sample d nonfinancial coqoral8ons iodicaIc5 char &sting -hods generally 
pmduoc downward-biased measures d q. and an result in errors in the or&me d firms 
by their 4’s 

1. lmtm&hR 

Since its inm3duclion into the literature of financial economics roughly 
a quarter of a century ago. the metric known as Tobin’s q h gained broad 
aaxptance as a measure of corporate performance. As &fined by Tobin and 
Brainard (1968) and Tohin (1%9). the q statistic fw a lim is calculated as the 
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ratio of the market value of the outstanding financial claims on the firm to the 
current replacement cost of the firm’s assets. The notion is that replacement cost 
is a logicat mtiasure of the alternative-use value of the assets. Hence. unless assets 
are used ny a firm so as to create at lcast as much market value as the cost of 
reproducing them. the assets would be better employed elsewhere. Firms dis- 
playing y’s greater than unity are judged as usmg scarce resources effectively. 
and those with y’s less than unity as using resources poorly. 

A growing number ol empirical studies have employed the c/ ratio to categor- 
izc companies according to their relative performances. Among the issues 
addressed have been the relation between industry structure and the ceonomic 
rents earned by the constituent firms (Lindenberg and Ross. 1981: Smirlock. 
Gilligan. and Marshall. 1984: Hirschey. t9S5). the impact of taxes on investment 
decisions (!&linger and Summers. 1983). the nature of the incentives for take- 
overs and the resulting p. ins (Chappell and Cheng. 1984: Hasbrouck. 1985; 
Lang Stulz. and Walkling. 1989. 1991: Servaes. l9Yi ). the relation between 
managerial and other blockhnider ownership :f a fir m’s common stock and its 
u~rrk -t ~3: te (hlorck Shleifcr. and Vishnv. IQPS: ’ 1,Connell and Servaes, 1990: 
C r~cn. Its \rc‘r. ‘IIKJ tiu. 19~3). the unpact of tne announcement of dividend 
changes on market value (Lang and Litzenberger. l98Y: Denis. Denis. and Sarin. 
1994). the role of boards of directors in disciplining senior management t Merck. 
Shlcifer, and Vishny. 19X9). the benefits or lack thereof of corporate diversi- 
fication(Langand Stult 1994). the agency-cost motivations for recapitalizations 
and leveraged buyouts (Lehn. Netter. and Paulsen. 1990). the pay& from 
sophisticated capital budgeting techniques (Myers. Gordon. and Hamer. 1991). 
and management’s financial reporting decisions (Skinner. 1993). In virtually all 
of these investigations. across-firm ditlerences in y have been found to be among 
the key explanatory or explained corporate attributes. 

In reviewing such studies. however. we are struck by the variety and 
complexity of the procedures used to estimate y. A closer inspection of these 
procedures reveals some potentially serious deficiencies. We believe these to 
be worth correcting in future investigations. The same deficiencies also raise 
the possibility that conclusions drawn in past studies. based on past esti- 
mates of y. may deserve reexamination since there is evidence that the 
manner in which y is measured makes a digerence t Perfect. Peterson. and 
Peterson. 1995). 

Our purposes here arc t I) to delineate the problems with previous y esti- 
matc?i. (2) lo show the measurement biases which result. (3) to suggest an 
improved estimation approach. (4) to apply that approach empirically to 
a large sample k)f US corporations. and (5) to compare the findings with those 
obtained from prevailing approaches. We conclude from these analyses that 
extant procedures for estimating 4 are flawed in design. are unstable in 
application. produce downward-biased measures. and arc prone to rank incor- 
rectly and thereby misclassify firms by their ~1’s. 



2. Desired attributes of an estimation approach 

While acknowledging that any procedure established to calculate Tobin’s 
y’s for firms can only provide estimates of the unobservable true values. WC 
propose that such a procedure must satisfy at least the following criteria. to be 
useful to rcscarchers: 

(I) it should be able tu rcplicatc reliably truth when we know what truth is: 
(2) it should yield objectively reasonable es&natcs under all possible combi- 

nations of actual corporate circumstances: 
(3) it should be economical in its computational requirements. so as to permit 

the efficient analysis of large samples: 
(4) it should rely only on. and IX derivable directly from. the wide11 available 

standard financial data bases: and 
(5) it should not be dependent on 3 discretionary historical ‘buildup’ period 

over which to cumulate asset replacement cost estimates forward to the 
date of research interest. but inste.rd should be implementable in a single 
computational step (4s c!f that date. 

The first two of these of course are fundamental requirements. but the third 
and fourth arc important 10 enlarging ti c population of firms for which 
y measures can readily be derived without access to proprietary or nonpublic 
information. The last test bears on the matter ( [the credibility and consistenq 
ol y estimates across studies that address ditierent time periods. Since the 
initiation date for any historical build-up process must be arbitrarily chosen. 
the resulting y estimates will bc sensitive to the star:ing point selected. It would 
be desirable to eliminate this additional element of ‘noise’ in the estimation 
process. which can render comparisons of findings across stud& suspect. Our 
judgment is that existing approaches to estimating Tobin’s y fail eiihcr all or 
the majority of the indicated ::sts. In the discussion Ih.?1 follows. we demon- 
strate why we bclicvc so. and otter an alternative proccdare which if we are 
correct dots not sufTcr rrom the same difficulties. 

3. Curred approaches Asset replacemd costs 

Consider first estimates of the denominator oFTobin’s q. which measures the 
replacement cost of a firm’s assets. In an environment of secular inflation. the 
two categories ol’ corporate assets for which current replacement costs can 
differ materially from reported book amounts arc inventories :IP~ fixed assets. 
Book amounts will understate the replacement cost of inventories when firms 
account on a LIFO basis. because inventories will be recorded at historical 
rather than contemporaneous production Costa. Similarly. book amounts will 



understate the replacement costs of structures and equipment acquired in 
prior periods but still in service. if the prices of equivalent assets have risen in 
the meantime. 

Studies dealing with measures of Tobin’s y hlrve to date used one of three 
approaches to estimating inventory and fixed asset replacement costs. One set 
of papers has followed the methodology developed by Lindenberg and Ross 
(1981) in their early industry-structure stud!,. A second has drawn data from. 
or replicated the computational procedures underlying the NBER R&D 
Master File data base (Hall. Cummins. Laderman. and Mundy. 1988). A third 
a?rd smaller set has used information taken from corporate annual reports for 
the years when firms were required by FAS 33 to provide ‘current value’ 
accounting data. Because the latter requirement applied only to large firms 
and lapsed in 1986. replacement cost estimates for other samples and other 
time periods have relied and necessarily now MW rely on one of the other 
two standard methodologies. These are the focus of our attention. 

The approach employed by Lindenberg and Ross (L&R). both for tixcd 
assets and inventories. involves the selection of an initiation date on which the 
nplacement cost of the assets is assumed to be equal to their book values (or to 
the reported FAS 33 current value figures. if available). Every year thereafter. 
the sequence of replacement cost estimates is determined by adjusting the 
previous year’s estimate upward for inflation adding to this adjusted figure the 
observed increase in book asset investment during the year. and .. in the case of 
fixed assets making a downward annual adjustment for depreciation and 
technological change. l%e specific recursive formulas employed are 

RCF, = (RCF,- ,) 
I+i 

(I + d# I + 0) 1 + (GF, - GF,_ ,I. 

RCI, = (RCI,.. ,)(I + i) + (BI, - Bl,. ,)[I + (i 2)J. (2) 

where RCF, is the estimated replacement cost of fixed assets as of year-end r. 
GF, the book value of gross fixed assets as of year-end r. d the observed book 
depreciation rate on net fixed assets in year r. defined as the ratio of year-r 
book depreciation to book net plant as of the end of year r - I; 0 the annual 
rate of technological change applicable to fixed assets. i the applicable annual 
inflation rate. RCI, the estimated replacement cost of inventories as of year- 
end r, and BI, the book value of ioventories as of year-end r. 

If year r = 0 is the initialization date for the calculations. RCF, is set equal 
to the firm’s reported net book fixed asset:. on that date, and RClo is set equal 



to Bf,, to begin the inventory series. While we denote the inflation rate here 
generically as i. the rate used to revalue inventory annually need not be (and 
typically is not) the same rate as is applied to fixed assets. The multiplier 
[I + (i!Z)] in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) is designed to 
allow for half a year’s inflation impact on the current year’s increment in 
inventory (L&R’s original version contains a slightly different half-year infla- 
tion adjustment term. but the effect is virtually identical). No such allowance is 
made for fixed assets. Although I.&R include a derived estimate of the annual 
technological change factor 0 in their calculations. the great majority of 
subsequent studies that adopt the L&R methodology do not. and assume 8 to 
be zero. Neither do sxh studies attempt to ‘anchor’ their replacement cost 
estimates in the historical FAS 33 Dada. as L&R did to initialize their analysis. 
In part. this is because not all firms in the samples relevant to those studies 
were required lo report current value information under FAS 33 during the 
years when that rqui~ement was in force. 

The procedure indicated in Eq. (2) is used only for LIFO inventories If the 
firm in question account; on a FIFO basis, replacement cost is taken to be 
qua1 to book inventory. II either an averas cost or retail cost method is used. 
intermediate adjustments for annual price level changes are made. If the firm 
uses more than one method. the L&R ruk IS to assume that the dominant 
method reported applies to all inventories. 

3.2. Tire NBER pmcedum 

The approach taken in the NBER R&D Master File database to estima- 
ting inventory replacement costs is: similar to the L&R approach. A base year 
in which replacement cost is quated tc book inventory is selected. and each 
year thereafter when book inventory is observed to increase. the recursive 
relation 

RCI, = (RCI,-,)(I + i) + 91, - Bf,-, (31 

is used to estimate replacement cost at year-end. The only difference between 
this and the L&R methodology. therefore. is !he absence ol the half-year 
inflation adjustment contained in Eq. (2). For years in which book inventory 
declines. however. the NBER approach is to estiniate year-end replacement 
cost according to the relation 

RCf,=(RCI,-,)(I +i)(BI,,Bt,-,J 

instead. Again. for firms using FIFO accounting. replacement costs and book 
values are assumed to be equal. When multiple methods are reported by a firm, 
the NBER procedure is to combine book values and the LIFO estimates in 



diffeaing proportions depending on the ranking of the methods reported IHall. 
Cummins. Laderman. and Mundy. 1988). 

In the case of fixed assets. on th< other hand. there are more substantial 
differences between the two approaches. The NBER calculations employ 
a backward-looking estimation procedure. using a rolhng five-year ‘window’. 
rather than cumulating forward succcssivcly from a selected base year. The 
procedure involves the following steps: 

AA, = AD,: I-4. (51 

LL, = GF;D,. (61 

SLL, = tLL, + LL,. , + ... LL, .t 5. (7) 

SAA, = tAA,)tLL, SLL,J. I81 

RCF, = [NF,J[‘! t- i,,tl : i,-,) ..’ tl + i,. s .,,, ,]. (91 

\.;i,rc lic‘l., a1;c1 tit-, crc~~o~~. as More. the tL&imated) replacement cost of 
lixcd assets and the reported book value of gross ftxed assets. respectively. as of 
the end of year I. and where AA, is the estimated average age of fixcz UMIS as 
of year-end r. AD, the accumulated depreciation on fixed assets as of year-end 
r. D, the depreciation expense on fixed assets reported by the firm during year 
r. and LL, the estimated length of life of fixed assets as of year-end r. 

Given an estimated average asset age for the current year. and length-of-life 
estimates for the current and the four preceding years the next step is to 
calculate SLL, the ‘smoothed’ kngth of life of fixed assets as of year-end I and 
SAA, the ‘smoothed’ average age of fixed assets as of year-end I. 

This latter process presumably is intended to moderate the effects of poten- 
tial wide variations from year to year in the point estimates of average age and 
length of life. The last step is to compute a replacement cost estimate for year r. 
based on the amount of reported nrr book fixed assets at year-end I tNF,k 
which increases that reported amount by multiplying it by the product of the 
observed annual inflation rates in fixed asset prices (i) over the interval from 
r to f-SAA,. Thus. the implicit assumption is that the firm’s fixed assets were 
acquired together in a sin& transaction SAA, years prior to the l eplaament 
cost estimation date. 

While lacking any formal justification. both the L&R and NBER procedures 
have some intuitive appeal, which would account for their popularity. Our 
concern about those procedures, however. is directed toward the results they 



produce. Consider a hypothetical situation in which each component of fixed 
asset investment made has a five-year economic and depreciable life. and for 
which we desire an estimate of the replacement cost of fixed assets as of the end 
of !he current year. 

Let us assume that. prior to the most recent five years. there was no secular 
inflation in fixed asset price%. This is the most favorablecase for the accurac! of 
the two approaches. Let us additronally assume that. as of five years ago 
(designated as the end of year I = 0). the following components of gross fixed 
assets were in pIiKe: 

Year r of inv -3trnc nt Amount of investment. I, 

-4 loo 
-3 I50 
-2 -xl 
-I IO 

0 7s 

475 

If the firm charges deprcxiation on a five-year straight-line basis on each of its 
fixed assel investment?. bcginninp with the year j&~~.i!ty the crpcnditure. 
accumulated depreciation at the end of year I = 0 would amount to 

(4 5)(1 4) = (4 C)( 100) = 80. 
(3 Z)(I 3) = (3 5)(l-50) = 90. 
(2 5)(/-z) - (2 -CM -50) = 3,. 
(I.S)(/.,)=(l _c)(100)=20. 
(0 Z)(I,, I= (0 5)( 75) = 0 

or a total of 210 for the five annual ‘vi,ttages’ of fixed assets then in place. Book 
net fixed assets at the end of year I = 0 chereforc aould amount to X5. Absent 
historical inflation. the latter figure would also represent the replaccmcnt cost 
of the assets. 

Suppose then that. if there continued ;o bc no inflation in asset prices. the 
firm’s gross fixed asset expenditures during ycdn I = I 5 uould bc 

Year t of investment Amount of investment. I, 

I 125 
2 I80 
3 100 
4 50 
5 &m, 

If. however. we assume a 10% annual inflation rate beginning in year f = I. the 
corresponding actual (inflated) series of outlays bexomo; 
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Year r of investment Amount of investment. I, 

I 137.5 
2 217.8 
3 133.1 
4 73.2 
5 322. I 

where each ck~ent is larger than its original (constant dollar) counterpart by 
the compound cfkct of 10% per annum inflation. The numbers sekcted are 
arbitrary, and an chosen merely to illustrate a situation in which (a) there is 
variation from year to year in the firm’s investment expenditures and (b) in 
certain years the expenditures exceed the amount of old assets retired and. in 
other years. expenditures fall short of retirements. 

4. I. Boo& t-dues and repiacement costs 

F:orn thL inhcnted ,!;.I;* an g-r-al ~~orrf of the firm’s repcrtcd year-end 
total gross fixed assets, annual book depreciation charges, and end-of-year 
accumulated depreciation and net fixed asset amounts can be compikd. These 
arc shown in Table I. Each year. the assets that were acquired five years earlier 
are retired. the final year of book depreciation is charged on those assets. and 
by year4 the new assets purchased during the current year are in place. By 
thecndofyearr = 5. of course all fixed assets in plaa as of the end of year 
I = 0. and for which inflation had no impact, are retired. Those that remain at 
I = 5 therefore rcpmscnt di&mtt vintages. acquired at dikrent historical 
pria kvels. That is the chalkngc for methodologies aimed at estimating 
common-basis rcpkament costs. 

The motive for off&ring the illustration is to establish a setting in which we 
krrorv what the appropriate replacement cost estimate should be. because we 
know the actual underlying asset vintages and depreciation schedules. Spccifi- 
cally.asofthcenddycarr = 5. the undcprcciatcd balances (net book values) 
of the five in-plaa asset vintages, given our smtkation that depreciation 
charges begin in the year jollouing each expenditure, are: 

Year r of investment Net undepreciated book value NF,., 

I (l/5)(137.5) = 27.5 
2 (2j5H217.8) = 87.0 
3 (3/5)( 133.1) = 79.9 
4 (4/5)( 73.2) = 58.6 
5 (5:5)(322-l) = 322.1 

575.1 
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Table I 
llluuralive case of fixed asset investments 

A. f3ro.w jixed a.ue~s in place: 

- 

End of year 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Components of gross fixed Total 

loo.0 + 150.0 + 50.0 + 100.0 + 75.0 475.0 
137.5+ 15O.O+ 50.0+100.0+ iG 512.5 
=+217.8+ 5O.O+laO.O+ 75.0 580.3 
137.5 + 217.8 + 133.1 + IM.0 + 75.0 663.4 
137.5 + 217.8 + Iu.I + 73.2 + 75.0 636.h 
137.5 + 217.8 + 133.1 + 13.2 + 322.1 Ra3.7 
( CMcrli wd amounts arc rhe yea% invatmcntr rhicb rep&a 
Ihc mid ones immcdiitely abow them in the tabulations 

B. Anmwl drpz 8ution charges (ftre-yeur sfrmqhr /ineF 

During year lkprcctrlion charges Total 

I 20.0 + 30.9 + IO.0 + 20.0 + IS.0 95.0 
2 27.5 + 30.0 + 10.0 + ,Y).o + iG lO2.S 
3 z + 43.6 + 10.0 + 20.0 + IS.0 I1,b.l 
4 27.5 + 42.6 + ‘6.6 + 20.0 + IS.0 13’.7 - 
5 27.5 + 43.6 + ,56 + 14.6 + IS.0 127.3 

Nhxleriinrd amwntsTZ the firsl Iear’s dtpncltlion charpo on Ihc 
assch uodcrbncd n 1t.x labulalkwr in Pad A) 

C. Actwmulared depeeciaricm halancer 

Eddycar Accumulated componmls 

0 80.0 + Xl.0 + 26.0 + 26 r) + 0.0 
I 0.0 + 120.0 + 30.0 t Y).G + 15.0 
2 27.5 + 0.0 + 40.0 + 60.0 + 30.0 
3 55.0 + 43.6 + 0.0 + 80.0 + 45.0 
4 82.5 + R7.2 + 26.6 + 0.0 + HI.0 
5 I IO.0 + 130.8 + 53.2 + 14.6 + ( 0 

(Componcnl5 as recorded repmen: the accwnulatai dcprccialion 
balances on the assets listed in Ihc xtrmponding loWtons m 
the tabulation in Panel AI 

Total 

210.0 
MSD 
157.5 
223.6 
256.? 
mW.6 

D. Nef fi wd arwfs: 

End of year 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Gross Acxxmulawd Net 
fixed dcpeclation cxal 

475.0 (210.0) 265.0 
512.5 (205.0) 307.5 
560.3 ( 157.5) 422.R 
663.4 (2’3.6) 439.8 
6.%6 (256.3) 380.3 
813.7 008.6) 575.1 
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With inflation having occurred ar a 10% annual rate over these five years. and 
book and economic depreciation rates identical. the corresponding fixed asset 
replacement cost figure at the end of year I = 5 is therefore: 

Yew f of investmen Replacement cost at I = 5 RCF,,~ 

1 (NF,.~)(l.lO)~ = (27.5)(1.10)* = 40.3 

2 (NF&(l.lO)., = (87.0)(1.10)~ = I 15.8 

3 (NFJ ,)(l.lO)r = (79.9)(1.10)~ = 96.7 

4 oUF~.4(1.10) =(58.6)(1.10) = 64.5 

5 0’JFs.s) = (322.))(1.00) = 322.1 

639.4 

This figure. RCF+ is ‘truth’ in the case at hand. Any methodology that does 
not producz a close and unbiased estimate of that figure is suspect. 

,\ctiordtng to IIW L&K algorithm. the calculation of replacement cost esri- 
mates for our hypothetical firm’s fixed assets begins by setting replacement 
cost equal to the book value of net assets as of the base year I = 0. or 165.0 in 
the example at hand. Because we have assumed no inflation prior to that point, 
265.0 would. in fact, be !he correct figure. Hence. we pose the best possibk 
circumstances for the accuracy of the L&R approach. 

The recursive formula in Eq. (I) above with (I equal IO zero and the data 
listed in Table 1. would then yield the following set of estimates over time: 

RCF,, = 265.0 
RCF, = (265.0)(1.10)~[1 + ( 95.0/265.0)] + 37.5 = 252.1 
RCF2 = (252.I)(l.IO),‘[l + (102.5/307.5)! + 67.8 = 275.8 
RCF, = (275.8)(1.10)~[1 + (116.1/422.8)] + 83.1 = 321.1 
RCF. =(321.1)(1.10),q1 + (132.7,‘439.8)] - 26.8 = 244.5 
RCF3 = (244.5)(1.10)![1 + (127.3/380.3)] + 247.1 = 448.6 

Tire resulting RCFs figure of 448.6 is actually below the 575.1 net historical 
cost hd value of the assets at the end of year I = 5. let alone below the correct 
replacement cost figure of 639.4 we have identitied. Indeed. the replacement 
cost estimates are below net book value in eoclr of the years at issue, after the 
base year. 

There are several reasons for this outcome. In particular. the first term in the 
L&R recursive expression, 

(RCF,-,)(I + i)/(l + d). 
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seeks to update the preceding year’s replacement cost estimate by adjusting it 
(upwa,d) for inflation and (downward) for asset depreciation. The adjustment 
factor. d. for the latter is the ratio of this year’s book depreciation charges to 
the ending book net asset value of the preceding year. The problem is that such 
an approach effectively assumes that a single cumposire depreciation rate 
applies to each of the assets involved. without recognizing that there are 
different absolute amounts of diRerent vintages present. Thus. in any given 
year, each vintage does nor depreciate at the same rate. relative to its prior-year 
ending balance. The more uneven have been the past annual investment 
amounts the more serious the potential distortion. 

A second probicm is that the calculation also ignores the fact that some of 
last year’s assets m.\y have been retired from service by the end of the current 
year. To the extent that this has happened. it is clearly inappropria:e to 
attempt to ‘update’ their values for inflation. In addition. if the retired assets 
contribute part oT rhe current year’s observed depreciation charges. this will 
further distort the rssumed depreciation rate on the ass&s that remain. 

A third and related. problem is 1ha1 when assets ure retired. the component 
(GF, - GF, _ t ) OC the L&R formuiation will underestimate the amount. of new 
capital erpenditures that have heen made in the current year. because the 
calculation implicitly assumes that no assets are ecer retired from service. For 
example. in year 5 of our illustrative case. gross fixed assets Car the firm 
increase from 636.6 IO 883.7 during the year. as a result d 75.0 of retirements 
and 322.1 of new investment expenditures. The L&R calculation would instead 
assign only the observed di&rence 883.7 - 636.6 = 247.1 as the year 5 invest- 
ment ‘vintage’ and would then carry that amount forward IO subsequent years 
to update for inflation in estimaiing asset replacemen costs. 

The final problem is that the replacement cost estimates will depend heavily 
on the base year selected as the start.ng point for the analysis. Thus if we begin 
the L&R calculations with year 1 or year 2 net book asset values as our 
replaament cost initialization points we will generate a difkrent profile of 
subsequent replacement cost estimates The output of the methodology is 
therefore sensitive to the date on which II is *anchored’. Moreover. an curlier 
starting point which seems the preferred Golution in practice is no euaran- 
tee of more accurate findings. as our illustration would attest. 

The combination of these influences accounts for the error in the replacement 
cost estimate RCFs. Whik the extent ol that error will be situat;on-specific. our 
application of the L&R methodology to actual data on representative samples 
of firms indicates that the tendency is for the procedure to give rise to replaa- 
ment cost estimates that eventually drop h&c bcnk net asset values as the 
period of analysis past any selected base year lengthens. Ckarly. these are not 
credible estimates in an environment of secular inflation. The major difficulty 
appears IO lie in an overestimate of depreciation rates in the L&R algorithm. 
which is caused by the implicit assumption of no asset retirements. 



4.3. Replacement cost estimates: A mod$ed L&R approach 

Our review of the literature suggests that other researchers also may have 
recognized that there is a potential problem with the fixed asset replacement 
cost estimates that emerge from the original L&R methodology. In particular. it 
has hecome common to specify a flat 5% annual depreciation rate on net fixed 
assets. rather than apply the successke values for d called for in the L&R 
formulation (e.g. Smirlock. Gilligan. and Marshall. 1984; Lang, Stult and 
Walkling. 1989. 1991; Lang and Stult 1994). We can discern no explicit ration- 
ale for this specification. but we can see the probable impact from the illustrative 
situation in Table I. 

Setting d = 0.05 in Eq. ( 11. the modified L&R sequence of fixed asset replace- 
ment cost estimates becomes 

RCF,, = ‘65 0 - -. 
RCF, = (265.0)(1.10)(1.35~ + 37.5 = 315.1 
RCFL = (315.l)rl.t0)~(1 25) + 67.8 = 397.9 
HCF, -- 1397.9)fl.!O!tl.05! + ‘X3.1 494.9 
i&t-d =t43y.Y)tt.tO)(l.o5)- 2611 = 496.‘) 
RCF5 = (496.9)( l.lO),( 1.05) + 247. l = 767.7 

The cumulated RCF, figure thereby is now above the 575.1 net book value of 
the as~els at I = 5. but it is also well above the actual 639.4 replacement cost of 
those assc(s. Obviously. the stipulation of any particular uniform depreciation 
rate can only be arbitrary and will ignore real difkrenas across firms in their 
underlying asset lives. Whik the resulting distortion in replacement ant ati- 
mates will depend upon the specific circumstances of the firms being examined. 
it is not difficult to speculate as to the likely impact in most practical settings. 

Consider. for example. the easiest case in which a firm has invested an equal 
amount each year in fixed assets and in which the depreciation rate on all those 
asSets is identical. In steady state. the average asset will be depreciated to 
one-half its original cost -. that is. the gross fixed assets of the firm will be twice 
the reported net book value of the assets. If then one selects 5% as the assumed 
annual depreciation rate on net assets. this is equivalent to an assumed 2.5% 
annual rate on gross assets Accordingly. the implied corollary assumption is 
that each asset has a 40-year depreciable (and economic) life. Perhaps only for 
puMic utilities would this assumption even approach reality. The result for any 
broader sample of firms will almost certainly be a substantial underestimate of 
actual depreciation rates, and thus a substantial nrerestimate of fixed asset 
replacement costs. An assumed 5% depreciation rate ‘solves’ the problem that 
the unrnoditied L&R calculations give rise to replacement cost estimates that 
are unrealistically low. but at the cost of a strong likelihood of introducing the 
opposite error into the calculations. 



We can apply similar tests to the NBER prmdure idemihed in Eqs. (51-49). 
Because that procedure employs a five-year ‘smoothing’ interval. we have 
deliberately constructed an illustration in which there is a five-year time period 
over which adjustments for inflation are relevant. To estimate replacemenr cost 
at t = 5 in the case at hand. the NBER approach would first compute the assets’ 
‘average agee’ on that date: 

AAs = ADS’Ds = 308.6’1273 = 2.42 years 

where AD, and OS are the assets’ recorded accumulated depreciation at the end 
of year 5 and the depreciation expense charged during year 5. respectively. from 
Table I. The figure of 242 years would represent an estimate (which is implicitly 
dollar-weighted) of the mean time period the assets have been in place. 

The next step would be to estimate the characteristic depreciable life of the 
underlying assets. or their so-called ‘length of life’. as of the current and the four 
preceding years. from the data in Table I: 

LLs = GFS Dz = 883.7 127.3 = 6.94 years 
u-4 = GF4:D* = 636.6’132.7 = 4.80 years 
LLJ = GF3,D, = 663.4 116.1 -= 5.71 years 
LL2 = GF2’Dz = 5sO.3’lOZS = 5.66 years 
LL, = GFI ‘0, = 512.5: 95.0 - 5.38 years 

Again. GF, &ers to reported groxs fixed assets at year-end r. We know in the 
preSet’I1 insiancc. of tours. lh.rt 5(r years is the aclual depreciabk l& 0f~‘rer.t 
asset. Tbe computed LL, therefore vary from 39% above lo 4% below Ibe 
correct figure. 

Averaging those values to obtain a smoothed estimate of length-of-life yields 
SLL, = 5.70 years. The caktilation for smoothed average age then is S4A, 
=(AAsNLLs);(SLLs) = 295 years. With i = IO% as the annual fixed asset 

inllation rate. the resulting estimated replac.ment cost 0: the LISTS al I = 5 
blXOllWS 

RCFs = (NFsNl + iFA’. = (575.1)(1.10)*~“~ = 761.9 

which .tpplies 295 years of 10% annual inflation to 575.1 of net book fixed 
assets. Clearly. this estimate is also well above the correct value of 639.4 
previously idenbfied. 

The difficulty once more is that the NBER approach does not allow for the 
fact that assets are eventually retired from service and themfore should not have 
their original costs continually updated for inflation. BJ* assuming no retire- 
ments. the average age of assets in place is overstated. In the situation here. for 



example. the correct dollar-weighted mean age of the firm’s gross fixed assets is 
only f .75 years. and of its net fixed assets is just 1.03 years. rather than the 2.95 
years inferred by the NBER methodology. The attendant overstatement of asset 
ages will thereby always cause estimatcul replacement costs also to bc over- 
stated.’ 

5. Fixed l sscl replocemmt costs An rl&mative approach 

We believe there is a better procedure. and it operates on the principle that an 
accurate estimate of fixed-asset replacement costs depends fundamentally on an 
ability to identify the various individual asset rintuqcs that are in place for a firm 
on the date when a replacement cost measure is desired. Only if we can 
successfully capture those in-place vintages can we properly adjust them for (a) 
depreciation and(b) changes in price levels. In our illustrativecase. we know the 
asset tintages involved because we know both the schedule of new asset 
investments and the schedule of old asset rcriremcnts. When we do not have that 
ioforln3tion. but have only cowrate financiu ’ statements to work with. we need 
.I :>c;~c?3c f.,; rc. .j,. ,,ruc I.+ Ihc‘ .rrU sc~~~ui;~. Thts is uhcre existing methodo- 
logies fail. 

Fortunately. there is a methodology to accomplish that objcrtive fairly easily. 
which relies only on published financial reports. Consider the following ac- 
counting identities for the changes in a firm’s gross book fixed assets fGFl 
and accumulated book depreciation IAD) from one reporting year tf - 11 to Abe 
next (I): 

GF, = GF,. , + I, - I?,. I IO) 

AD, = AD, , + D, - R,. (II) 

where. as before. D, is the current year’s book depreciation crpense. I, denotes 
the new asset investments made during year I and R, denotes the gross book 
value 4 the old assets retired during the year. Thus. the gross fixed asset account 
changes each year by the net effect of new expnditures and retirements. and the 

‘The larger coinponent of awtmulated deprcuiathwt on older iwet\ udl olcourw rcw!t in a rh0rter 
mean age br net than for gross Axed aw.et\ With book and ecotwrnK‘ Jrprecxation rata equal. the 
rc!c\ant summary measure cd age for repbwmcnt cent calculations is that of net lined awts. Thus. if 
ue’inflate’the I = 5 tigurc olS7S.I of net assets in our illustration by I.03 )ears of IO*& annual price 
increases we get (575.111.10~’ ‘I’ = 6W.1 as a r = 5 replacement wst estimate. Thi\ tigure difkrs 
(slightly) from the correct 629.4 wlue only tR?CaUw the awl-age averaging procr+re is arithmetic. 
whereas the pria-lewd adjustment cakulation. properly appliexi to each asset vintrg separately. is 
peometric. 



accumulated depreciation account changes by the net of new charges less ‘he 
accumulated depreciation on retirements (we assume here that retired assets .tre 
fully depreciated. but we revisit this assumption below). 

If we solv: Eq. (I I) for R, and substitute the resulting expression into Eq. (10). 
we obtain 

GF,=GF‘,-, +AD,-AD,-, -&+f,. 

GF, - AD, = GF,- , - AD,.. , + I, - D, . 03 

Since the difkrence btween gross tixcd assets and accumulated book deprecia- 
tion is, of course, just net btmk fixed assets. Eq. t 12) can be rewritten more 
compactly as 

NF, = NF,- , + I, - iI, 

or. in its tr.Xl useful form 

I, = NF, - NF,- , t D, (141 

which says that the amount of new capital expenditure% a firm must have made 
during any given year is the amount that accounts for the observed change in the 
firm’s net fixed assets. plus the amount by which net fixed assets would have 
declined during the year due to deprectatton charges if additional new expendi- 
tures had nor been made. 

It is therdote possible to inter the anncal seqrtence of new investments that 
have ban made by a firm. We need only apply the relation in t 14) successively 
backward in time to the data in he firm’s financial statements. from the date 
when we wish to estimate the replacement cost of the firm’s fixed assets. The 
I, derived from (14) establish the fixed asset vintages we seek. and standard 
sources such as COMPUSTAT contain the necessary information. Moreover. 
once the I, scheduk has been reconstructed. the corresponding R, schedule is 
defined as well. either from (IO) or (1 I ). What is particularly useful about the 
procedure is that. under quite plausible assumptions the economic life and 
depreciation pattern of the firm’s fixed assets are also :urtomatically identitied 
simultaneously. Hence. all the elements necessary to a meaningful fixed asset 
rephicement cost estimate are generated. 

To see how all this would work in practice. let us revisit our illustrative case 
and approach the replacement cost estimation process using only information 
that would be available in the subject firm’s financial statements. rather than the 
underlying raw data we used to construct the case. From Table I. we have the 
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two pieces of information we need: end-of-year net fixed assets and annual 
depreciation. charges over the years preceding the date (end of ye;lr 5) for which 
we wish a measure of fixed asset replacement costs. 

The process would begin with year 5. calculating the year’s ‘vintage of capital 
expenditures. According lo Eq. (14). the inferred amount would be 

!s = NFS - NF* + f.+ = 575.1 - 380.3 + 127.3 = 322.1 . 

which matches the correct figure (the underlined amount for year 5 in panel A of 
Table II Successive backward calculations. using the same formula, yield the 
following inferences: 

I l = 73.2. 
IJ = 133.1. 
I, = 217.8. 
I, = 137.5 

These are the correct figures as well. 
While clearly this pror;ess could continue as far back in time as financial data 

<),I 1 l-e ti* ..I v crc ;!* ~:~l,.i-+’ - r!lc ‘*-) to (#Jr appronch is that it aLo endogenously 
determines the stopping point for the necessa ry I, calculations. Specifically, 
whose calculations should stop at the point at which the sum of the I, inl&ed IO 
that point is qual to the total amount of the firm’s gross book fixed assets on 
the replaament cost valuation date at issue. Thus, when we have identiliai 
a su&ient cumulative volume of prior asset vintages as to add up to the amount 
of fixed assets observably in place on the valuation date. we have in e&t 
l explait&’ how the firm ended up with that particular quantity of fixed assets on 
its books as a result of past investment expenditures. This is as far back as we 
nad lo go to reconstruct tbe relevant asset vintages 

Information on total gross fixed assets is of course. available on COMPU- 
STAT. In tbe case her. the figure (panel A of Table I ) is fUI3.7 a( year-end 5. We 
thereby find that. ifwe go back to the year I inkrred investment expenditure 1,. 
the accumulated sum of the vintages I, through I, is exactly equal to 883.7, and 
the reconstruction process is terminated. Also from Table I. we can see that the 
resulting estimates do, in fact. represent the five investment vintages in place at 
I = 5 yearend. Each such vintage was put in place under a difkrent price 
regime. bul we have in the process identified the amount of the expenditure 
made or the time, and which requires re-valuation to replacement cost at I = 5. 
As indicated above. we have ako implicitly identified the asset retirements each 
year. 

The underlying asset acquisition schedule is, of course. not enough informa- 
tion to generate a r = 5 replacement cos1 measure. We require the assets’ 
depreciation pattern. The convenient feature of our approach, however. is 
that the appropriate depreciation pattern is also endogenously determined. 



~~~~~IBCIII tin~rgc ‘. infer. al from [he accountmp rclat~~onsh~p I, = NF, - W,. , + 0,. w-hew St, 
rdcn IO book net fixal assct$ al )carcnd I and D, IU book dcprccrar~on cqww~ durtng yar r. 

Rcplaamtnc COG estir ;c~a~ RC’F,., I dented b) ap&in; a IO l . annual mhrrnn raw IO rhc revdual 
net fix4 assets iron wth inwstmew ~rnt~p as d r = 5 

In particular. if we must go back five years in tarder to cumulate annual 
expenditures that add up IO the total amount olr = 5 gross fixed assets in place. 
the implication is that tl.ose assets therefore have a characteristic five-year 
economic lik. Further. sim repofled book (as opposed to tax) depreciation is 
cakulated prrxlouritrarrtl) ou .I straight-line basis. and since firms’ auditors 
generally tequire them to match book depreciation rates with actual economic 
lives the logical corollary splitiition is to assume five-year straight-tine 
depteciation on each inferred fixe4 asset vintage. This in turn implies that. as of 
year-end 5. the expenditures made in year 5 have no accumulated depreciation. 
those made during year 4 arc depreciated to the extent d 20% of their original 
cost. and so on back to the oldest remaining asset vintage. 

The last step in estimating replacement costs at I = 5 is to apply this deprecia- 
tion schedule (which is the correct one for our illustrative situation) and adjust 
the resulting net asset amounts for inflation in fixed-asset prices there. 10% peel 
annum) between the dates the respective investments were made and the end of 
year 5. The calculations are shown in Table 2. and the figure p:od:ced matches 
the true figure of 639.4 identihed earlier. 

5.2. Commenra? on the methodoi~ and some c :rcat.\ 

The procedure described has a number of virtues at least to our petception. It 
requires no arbitrary ‘start-up’ date to begin to accumulate asset replacement 
costs forward, and thereby eliminates problems with across-sample and across- 
firm comparisons when different such start-up dates have been selected. It is 
eminently simple in applicatton. and allows one to arrive at a replacement cost 
estimate for fixed assets on any date one chooses, merely by working backward 



with a single set of calculationsfknt that date. rather than having to cumulate 
forward an ongoing historical rtzord. It uses onI> readily available informirtion 
contained in the standard data bases. It removes the biases embedded in existing 
procedures which are caused by ignoring asset retirements and applying com- 
posite depreciation rates to assets of different vintages. Finally. all the key 
parameters of the estimation process - asset acquisition dates. asset lives. and 
asset dcprcviation schedules are endogenous to the methodology. 

The result. as our illustrative GM demonstrates is that the proposed proced- 
urc is capabk of cflicie~tly and accurately reconstructing the underlying compo- 
nents of fixed asset investment. We know it can do this because. in our 
illustration. we know what ‘truth’ is and can test the procedure against that 
beuchmark. We further know from the illustration that existing methodologies 
fail the same test. which is a fundamental and fatal flaw. 

Having said this. it is important to acknowledge certain assumptions con- 
tained in our pro&tire that can give rise to at least some errors in arriving at 
replacement cost measures in situations less congenial than the illustrative case 
treated. First. the p-ocedurc JS ourlkd ~s~mes straight-line economic depre- 
c; Itioq. \Vo repard this as a plaucibk luurnption. but there zre obviously 
alicrndcive possible specthcattons. Conveniently. any of these can easily be 
incorporated into the model. Such Rexibility is not present in existing method- 
dopies bccduse they do not explicitly identify the underlyiug fixed asset 
vintages Our empirical estimates here retain the straight-line convention. 

Second. our scheme for reconstructing the asset vintages assumes that assets 
are retired on a FIFO basis and that retired assets are fully depreciated. We also 
impose a uniform economic life on each of the vintages in calculating deprecia- 
tion. We consider these IO be reasonabk working approximations but how 
closely they are met in any given empirical setting is unknowable from standard 
financial reports. The FIFO convention and the assumption of fully depreciated 
retirements are predicated on the notion that discarded assets should tend 
generally to be among the older ones. The specification of homogeneous 
economic lives rests simply on the absence of a natural alternative. Potential 
measurement errors from these stipulations. however. can be substantially 
moderated by a straightforward adjustment that is also endogenously generated 
in our estimation procedure as a self-check on the estimates. We describtz that 
adjustment below. 

Existing replacement cost estimation approaches. with the exception of the 
original L&R ll98ll application of their own methodology. do not allow for 
technological change as an influence on residual asset values. Neither does the 
methodology we have outlined as it stands - but it is a simple additional step 
to take. as we also show below. 

In our illustration, we assume that depreciation charges begin in the year 
following each asset expenditure. In practice. part of a year’s book depreciation 
typically is charged by firms during the year an asset is acquired. Our procedure 
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continues accurately to reconstruct the asset vintages under this depreciation 
rule as well. The reason is apparent from Eq. (14). If extra depreciation (D,) is 
charged during a given year. there is a corresponding reduction in the end-of- 
year book value of net fixed assets (NF,), and the resulting estimate of new 
investment for the year (I,) is unaffected. Because it seems logical as an econontic~ 
specification. we derive our replacement cost measures by attributing half 
a yeais depreciation to each asset vintage during the year it is put in p&a and 
halfa year to the year it is retired. thereby assuming no seasonality in the timing 
of tbe expenditures. 

5.3. Rejinemenr of he wxid 

Appealing as we find our methodology to bc. there is the potential for 
measurement error arising from the assumptions of homogeneo us asset lives 
and f**lfy depreciated &ret retirements Note the impact if the fatter stipulation 
is incorrect. If an asset retired during year r has some remaining net book value. 
the calculation in Eq. (IA) will understate the amount of new investment that 
took p&a during the ye;rr. This occurs because the nel assels on the firm’s 
books at the beginning of tre year will be reduced both by the yeais depmcia- 
lion charges and the undepreciated book value of reliremenls The new invest- 
ment expenditure for the year (1,) which is interred from (14) to ‘explain’ lbe 
obaervai yearend net asset balarwze therefore will be below the amount acluallg 
spent. This can be verified by repI,-cing lbe term R, in Eq. (1 If, which defines the 
change in accumulated book &preciation for the year. with (R, - BV,). where 
BV, denotes the remaining net book value of retired assels With that chant 
a re-dctivalion of Eq. t 14) yieldi, I: = NF, - NF,- , + D, + BV, with /: being 
the cuerucr new investment amount. 

If certain of the I, are underestimate& of course the backward-summation 
procedure used in our methodology to determine how many asset ‘vimages’ are 
currently repmsented in gross fixed assets will go back further than it should. 
Thii in turn will result in an overstatement of avetag awl life and an 
un&reslimate of the accumulated depreciation on each vintage. The errors 
involved however. have an inherent self-dampening character. The t&dual 
values of the investment vintages that have been correctly identified will be 
somewhat overstated because of too liltk attributed depreciation, but this effecl 
will be moderated by the underestimation of ltrx residual values of the vintages 
that have been incorrectly identified. While the nel impact of any such errors will 
obviously be situation-specific. the point is that the influences at work are 
offsetting rather than reinforcing and there is no reason to believe that faulty 
estimates will be more prevalent among older than younger asset vintages. 

One element of the prms which could have a systematic eflizct is the 
potential mistaken identihcation of some very old asset *:intages which will 
appear by our methodology still lo be in place but which in kcl. are not. lhese 



will surface. as noted. whenever any younger vintages have been underestimated 
and thereby will tend to impart an upward bias to the resulting inflation- 
adjusted replacement cost valuations. because of their ages. The effect is likely to 
be small. since old assets will inevitably have high accumulated depreciation 
allocations as well, but some concern is warranted. Fortunately. there is a rela- 
tively easy remedy which can be endogeniztd as part of the replacement cost 
estimation process. The same remedy also addresses the matter of our assump 
tion of uniform economic lives for the assets. 

The key to the adjustment is the fact that. if our assumptions about asset 
retirements and asset lives are COIIUCI. the total of the accumulated depreciation 
charges we attribute to those assets on the valuation date in question will match 
the amount actually reported by a firm on the same date in its financial 
statements. That is. if reality is as we postulate. we will replicate reality. as we did 
in our illustration. If. on the other hand reality is somewhat difkrent. there will 
be a discrepancy between the accumulated depreciation our calculations ossign 
to a firm and the deprecia6n it has recorded for itself. The size and direction of 
th: discrewncy then provide a basis f’r adjusting our inferences 

S+~iLaJ~~. II I: itirns WL that the lotal a~umulated depreciation we impute. 
based on the asset vintages our methodology reconstructs. is less than the total 
the firm reports. the likely cause is the erroneous iuference of so,nc asset vintages 
older than those actually in place. The adjustment applied in such a case is to 
allocate. to the oldest asset vintages in descending order of age. the extra 
depreciation needed to reconcik the imputed and reported figures. This removes 
part or all of the older vintages from the replacement cost calculations and 
thereby counters the potential bias associated with having mistakenly inferred 
their presence initially. Conversely. if the imputed depreciation total exceeds the 
reported figure. the adjustment made is to reduce the amount allocated to each 
vintas proportionately.’ To the extent that some of the observed discrepancy is 
caused by nonhv us asset lives, the same adjustment process also 
operates to moderate tkor effect by continually anchoring the resulting aareg- 
ate replacement cost estimates to the actual gross and net asset position of the 
firm. Existing replacement cost methodologies lack a similar internal test of 
consistency. 

‘To illustntt. suppose the infermi asset vintages as of time I = 3 wem I, = 120. I2 = W. and I, = 
6O.Thcinkrrcd economic life d each of the assets thereby would be three years With a hall-year 
dcpmzaation cunvcntton. we would assign ac~umulalcd dcprxciation as follows: 
ToI,.s6offlo=5o. 
To12.360190=45. 
Tul,. 16oft2O=Ztt 
for a total of I IS. If simultaneously the firm reported acturl accumulaled dcpnxiation of 120. the 
extra 5 would be allocated by our adjustment IO investment vinta@c I,. If the firm reported only I IO 
ofaaxmulatcd dqxecia~ion. the allocation to all three asset vintages is rcduccd to I IO I IS of the 
initial alkcatlons. 
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We describe below the results of applying our procedures to obtain Tobin’s 
y t~casures for a large sample of US nonlinancial corporations. The mean of the 
ratio of our imputed accumulated depreciation total. to the total amount 
reported concurrently by the firms examined. is 0.972 over the approximately 
8600 observations in question. We deem this quite a rcspectabk showing and 
supportive of the reasonableness of our spccitications llte fact that the typical 
adjustment prior to estimating the replaamcnt cost of net awts is a 3% 
odditioM/depreciationallocation is in accord with the prediction above that our 
unadjusted proocdurc may tend slightly to overstate fixed asset ages. 

5.4. Summa~ of dhe estimation pmcess 

Given the indicated stipulations. therefore. our methodology for estimating 
fixed asset replacement costs for a firm as of the end of year T requires the 
following steps: 

(I) Infer the in-place gross fixed asset vintages (I,) on that date from the relation 

I,=NF,-NF,-,+li. forr=T.T-I.-.-.7 -(N-l) (151 

until 

where GFr is the firm’s total gross book fixed assets as of the end of year 7. 
and N is the resulting inferred characteristic economic life of those assets. 

(2) Derive an initial estimate of the corresponding in-place net fixed asset 
vintages t ;4l:L defined as 

NI,’ = (/,)([ZN - 2(T - 11 - I]: 251. (17) 

where the multiplier on I, accounts for straight-line depreciation to date and 
imbeds the half-year convention both for book and economic depreciation. 

(3) Calculate the total depreciation thereby imputed to the firm’s fixed assets as 
of the end of year T (AD?): 

(1131 

(19) 

Since 

ADT = GFT - NFT. 



where ADr is the actual accu..utlated book depreciation reported by the 
firm and NFr is the total net book value of the firm’s fixed assets, both at the 
end of year 7. we have that 

r- I.~- II 
ADr - AD;. = x NIT - NFr. 00) 

I=1 

If ADr > AD;. allocate the ditference as accumulattul depreciation to the 
oldest inferred asset vintages NI:. in descending order of age. with the net 
book value of each vintage reduced successively to a minimum of zero. until 
the difference is fully allocated. Set the resulting NI: = NI,. ff instead 
ADr < AD;. set 

7 -I\-- I) 
x7 (21) 

rh.,, *, .i ?I , eC :F re*t I: .,J ;1\\L.‘! v irltap adjusted to teconcile imputed 
and actual accumulated depreciation. 

(4) Calculate the end-of-year-T replacement cost of each net ab*t vintage 
(RCF,.r) from 

RCF,.r = (NI,)(PIFr PIFJ (22) 

where PIF, denotes the value of the selected price index for fixed assets as of 
time 1. 

(3) Compute the aggregate fixed asset replacement cost measure as of year-end 
T (RCFr) from the price-adjusted net asset vintages: 

T-IS- II 

RCFr= c RCF,. r . 
r=T 

(23) 

A half-year inflation adjustment for these assets can be incorporated into Eq. 
(22) by defining the price indexes accordingly. Additionally. rhe effect of techno- 
logical change can be included simply by modifying (22) to become 

R-t.7 a = (NI )(PlFr,!PIF )!(I + O)‘-’ t (2Za) 

with 0 being the stipulated annual rate of technological advance. 
In implementation. of course. the condition in Eq. ( 16) may not be s&i&d 

cxocrl~ by the full year’s investment amount for the oldest inferred asset vintage. 
That is, it can occur that 

T-I.%-2) T-IV- II 

x I,cGFr and x I,>GFr 
l=f ,=Z 



In this event. the oldest vintage still in place as of the end of qear T is defined 10 
be 

J -f% -21 

II -(,V - I) =GFJ - 1 I, (24) 
,- 1 

which imputes. as the year T - (h; - I ) component of year T assets in place. the 
partial-year amount that reconciles the total of the inferred vintages with the 
observed total gross fixed assets of the firm as of year T. Implicitly. then. the 
remainder of the asscrs acquired during year T - (N - I) arc assumed IO have 
been retired from service.’ 

S.S. timpie empirica: esrimaks 

As we have noted. oui motivation for developing the methodology described 
lies in an assessment that existmp procedures produce replacement cost esti- 
m~t(r that are systemakdly in error. We demonstrate the nature of that 
concern with the illustrative zase in Tabk I. Our concern is prompted. however. 
not by trials with hypotheticat situations but by observations on the character of 
the replacement cost estimate; thal eventuate in practice when prevailing 
procedures are used. 

We o&r examples of these octcomes in Table 3. Tk data are from two 
sampled firms. one exhibiting a =yJlar decrease in gross and net fixed assets 
t Firm A) and one a secular increase (Firm BI. The table lists those reported 
figures and the associated rcpiacement cost estimates that result from applying 
(a) the NBER methodology. lb) the L&R methodology. and (c) rhe modified 
L&R approach with 574 as the assumed annual deprPciation rate for fixed assets 
(L&RSL The time period covered is 1982.91. the initialization date to begin IO 
build up rbe replacement cost series for the two L&R estimates is 1963;. the GNP 
price deflator for nonresidential fixed investment is used to define the history of 
fixed asset prices. and technological change is ignored in all the calculations We 
also list in the table tbe’smoothed average age’tS4A) of the firms’ fixed assets as 
computed by the NBER methodology for each year. Finally. we list the replace- 
ment cost estimates and inferred economic hves of the firms’ acsets produced by 
our approach. 

“It should be nowd that the COMPUSTAT &I? base often conlams Shtinotc C~WKS thst purporl 
IO ikntify the amount of rtcs capital expenditurr, made by a firm during a year. Howc\er. lhw 
data arc not unifunnly reported. the ‘capital expcnditurc’ figure listed A olicn II(-) of retIremen& :md 
it is frqucnrly impossible to rcconcik the figuvs with changes in the firm z reported gross and ncl 
fixed assets For our approach. the basic gra and ncr ti~cd aunt informattan t> always arailabk 
and the balance &et items do always balanx. 
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Several phenomena stand out. First. there are substantial differences across 
the three existing procedures in the magnitude of the respective replacement cost 

estimates they generate. Discrepancies within years on the order of ,X0-300% 
are not uncommon. This is a disquieting observation. Second. there are wide 
variations ucross years in the ratios of replacement cost to book net asset value 
produced by the individual methodologies. These are equally disquieting. and it 
is difficult to believe that changes in that ratio from 3.14 to 1.67. from 6.47 to 
3.45. or from 2.91 to 9.46 in .uucetire years rcf!ect meaningful estimates Indeed. 
in the c;:se of Firm A. the NBER and L&R5 methodologies give rise to increases 
in the ratio of estimaud replacement cost to net book value over the period 
considered. at a time when it&lion was on the wane. The unmodified L&R 
procedure displays the pattern we alluded to earlier. and which we find in other 
applications to be characteristic the replacement cost estimates no1 only often 
fall below net book value but actually turn out to be negative at times. 

By contrast. the replacement cost estimates produced by our proposed meth- 
odology have some qualitres that would encourage con6dena in their validity. 
The resulting ratios of repla.ement cost to asset book value fall in a comforting- 
ly narrow range. despite substantial year-to-year changes in the firms fixed asset 
investments- The ratios also te.:d to decline over time as would be expected for 
a period of declining inflation rates The inferred economic lives of the assets 
changeor+ gradually with time. whereas the average age estimates imbedded in 
the NBER methodology are volattte.’ All this we would argue. is a r&ction of 
the fact that our approach is more Iogrcally founded than that of the altema- 
tives That is why the replsryment cost estimates both lnvk more sensible and 
should Iw more accurate. 

While the exampies offered are chaser, to highlight the incongruities that can 
arise with existing methodologies they are not isolated cases. As we shall see 
below. the prorile of the findings displayed in Table 3 is pervasive. Our revised 
estimates of fixed asset replacement costs are consistently below those generated 
by the NBER and L&R5 approaches and the resulting measures of Tohin’s 4 
are therefore larger. We can less readily generalize about a comparison with the 
original L&R procedure. since the outcome of those calculations is so frequently 
unrealistic as to be unusable. Both versions of the I.&R technique. of course. an: 
subject to the fundamental problem that the find;up obtainat depend heavily 
on the initialization date chosen. It is also easily shown that selecting a comrn<pn 
date for each firm in a particular sample of interest is no guarantee of either 
more accurate or more consistent results across that wmple. 

?ik FiBER ligurcs kr SAA. and our S. arc MI directly comparable smcc the bnncr is a dollar- 
weighted average asset age and the latter 15 an rslimate of the economic lik of the indiridual fixed 
assets. Ifa firm is in steady state with a constant annual fixed asset in\cstment <xpenditurc. SAA will 
be appmximatcly one-half the corrrqnnding S. 



6. Inventory replacement costs 

Similar problems are present in the prmdures for inventory replaccmenr cost 
estimates under current methodologies. We demonstrate these once more by 
means of a simple illustration. Consider a firm with stable unit sales and a con- 
stant level of unit inventories lo support those sales. Assume the firm has five 
product lines. the unit sales of which are identical. and that each year he firm 
phases out one of the lines and @aces it with a new one. Assume finally that. 
prior to a base year 0 = Ok there was no inflation and that the dollar investment 
in rhe inventory for each produci line was 100 as of the end of that year. 

7 he inventory ‘layers’ in place at time r = 0 are as shown in the top line of 
Table 4. Suppose then that production cosls begin lo increase al an annual rate 
of 10%. and that the firm accounts for inventories on a LIFO basis. As 
a consequence. the new inventory layer put in place in year I for the new product 
line introduced in that year will require an expenditure of I IO. whereas the 
inventory layer ir rqlaces rcg-esented only an investment of 100. Similarly. the 
nc \’ !3wr J.. 1 Ir p!acr ,r \r:rr 2 Hi” CO!.. : 2 I. and so on over tir2,e due to the 
compounding effects of inflation in production costs. 

The impact at the end of five years (lime I = 51 is also shown in Table 4. Al 
that point. parallel 10 our fixed asscl case. all pre-inflatton inventory compo- 
nents have been replaced. As for that case. we know the rmrh about replacement 
costs. flecausc the same number of units of inventory arc present in every year 
for each of the five product lines and since the unit costs of each are identical in 
the base year r = 0. the total replacement cost of the tirm’s inventory in any year 

RCplSlXMll 
TOId RcplXXllWll r-04 eslimalcs: 

End of hemor) la)m al hwk Uhl of 
\c;rr hmk hhe* ralue m\enlones NBER L&R 

0 loo t IOn + IMI t I(I) + 100 5tm .yY) 500 500 
I llO+ loo+ IM+ H-IO+ lun 510 550 -560 %I 
2 i-iii + I11 + la, t 100 + I(10 .(?I 605 637 639 
3 110+Fl+121+100+1(*~ .w 665 73-f 737 
4 I IO + I21 + Iz? + I46 + loo 610 7.w x53 xw 
5 110 + 121 + I33 + 146 + I61 671 805 WY IOOY - 

*Underlined amount each )ear dcno~es the new Iqer of inrenlop put in place rhal >car. which 
rqbces lhe layer immcdialdy atwre it in the lahhlion. 

Hypo~besizal situation is one in ahiFh a firm has fi\e produ*. lines. and an equal dnllar invcwncn~ 
of 100 in inventory for each lin at :~me I = 0. Unit sales in each product line are constan: over lime. 
as arc unit inventories 10 supprt each line. There is no it&lion in production ~(61s prior IO I = 0. 
ad 10% per annum inlblinn beginning in ytir I. Product lift cycles are five yars. 



is equal simply to five times the cost of the mo.s~ recc~r layer put in place. 
Equivalently, with a 10% annual inflation rate. total inventory replacement 
costs are increasing by 10% per annum. 

The replacement cost estimates produced in this setting by the L&R and 
NBER approaches are listed. These come from applying Eqs. (2) and (3) to the 
successive reported year-end amounts of book inventory. beginning with the 
(correct. in this instance) specification that replacement cost is equal to book 
value in the base year. The two estimates di!Ter only because the L&R procedure 
makes a half-year inflation adjustment to the current yeais increment in book 
inventory, while the NBER procedure does not. 

With both appro.&es the estimates derived are consistently in excess of the 
true values The gap would continue to increase if we extended the data further. 
The reason is fundamental to the methodologies Both ignore the fact that 
inventory layers associa!ed with terminated product lines are phased out and 
removed from the firm’s asset base periodically. Instead the assumption is that 
an inventory investment. obnce mark. is perpetually present and should have its 
original cost continually updated for inflation. 

The magnitude of the estimation errors in any given application will depend 
upon (a) inRation rates, (b) the length of product life cycles. and (c) the degree to 
which firms use LIFO accounting The errors certainly would be diminished if 
we had stipulated a lower inflation rate, and inflation in the US generally bus 
been low in recent years. On the c’hcr hand even m&t intlation rates can 
cause signiticant estimation erron or the base year for initializing the caku- 
lations is sutlkiently remote in time. 

6. I. .In ahemorire procedure 

The solution IO these problems is even simpler than in the case of fixed assets. 
Corporations routinely provide footnotes to their annual reports that Identify 
the magnitude of the diRerence between the LlFO inventory valuations they 
report. and the figures that would have been reported instead had they used 
FIFO or some other close-tocurrent-value accounting method. The following is 
a representative sampling: 

‘The cost of inventories using the LIFO method was less than the approxim- 
ate current cost by SX million’. 
‘IT FlFO were the only method of inventory accounting used by the company. 
inventories would have been SX higher than reported 
‘If the FIFO method of inventory accounting. which approximates current 
cost. had been used. inventories would have been SX higher than reported’. 
‘The current replacement cost of inventories exceeded their recorded values 
by approximately SX million’. 
*The excess ‘oi FIFO cost over LIFO cost was SX million’. 



These in turn are the figures COMPUSTAT lists teach year as Item #2401 
Inventories-LIFO Reserve. Hence. all that is necessary to arrive at a company- 
specific estimate of the replacement cost of inventories in any given year is to 
add the indicated LIFO reserve figure to the reported book value of inventories 
on the firm’s balance sheet. We find two precedents for such an approach in the 
literature (Hasbrouck. 1985: Skinner. 1993). This approach is arguably superior 
to methodologies that can. and almost certainly will. give rise to faulty estima- 
tions of the sort illustrated in Table 4. Obviously. it is also consideraMy easier to 
implement. 

6.1. Applications 

As for fixed assets. our concern that existing methodologies might not yield 
meaningfu: replacement cost estimates is prompted by observations on the 
pattern of those estimates in actual settings. We list in Table 5. for anothr 
sampled firm. the c&ulatiuns of inventory replacement costs produced by the 
p !?E;( ard I.&R wms?;rr-s. PIIVI : 1\1th . :;e reported book value3 of inventories 
and the replacement cost estimates obtained by adding each year’s LIFO reserve 
figure from COMPUSTAT to tti book vli!ues. 

In this instance. the initialization year for both th NBER and L&R estimates 
is 1960. The firm in question used LIFO as its sole inventory accounting method 
from 1960 to 1973. and thereafter a combination of both LIFO and FIFO. with 

Tahk 5 
LIFO Inwntory rcqhanwn I cati chnalL% for a mlplfd tirm: IYII~ VI 

Rcplactmcn~ ccti Ratio of rcpiaaxncnt cost to 
Book atimalcj book ill\enlOr) 

inwniories 
Year of Ihe timl NBER L&R OURS NBER L&R OURS 

19n1 536.5 SN9.4 sul2.3 5533.2 I.26 3. I 7 2.08 
19a3 191.0 ,$65.2 755.4 412.5 1.39 3.95 ?.I6 
I fM 139.4 I945 719.6 291.3 I.40 5.16 s.09 
1985 Ul.6 I 13.4 66x5 I91 7 I.39 U.14 2.35 
1986 IW.0 I34.5 662.9 x,4 I.29 6.37 2.14 
1987 x7.4 - 761 -.- 7 !w5.0 43.1.9 I.15 354 I .91 
I988 198.3 237. I wf4 407.x I.20 4.06 2.06 
I989 23x.2 zn13 x85.5 403.5 l.ltl 3.72 I.69 
I990 249.1 295.3 930.5 407. I I.18 3.73 I .63 
1991 262.1 ,%.9 949.2 393.0 I.14 3.61 1.50 

Rep&anxn~ cost ehna~cs obtainal from appdyinp rhe NBER R&D Mader Fde pcoadure are 
bbekd NBER. Tkxe obtained from the Lindcnberp and Ross procdure arc labeled L&R. Those 
obtainal by adding I& firm% rcportcd LIFO reserve figure IO the book value of inventories are 
labeled OURS. All dollar figures arc in millions. 



LIFO continuing to be reported as the primq method. The Producer Price 
Index is used to define annual inflation rates in inventory costs under both the 
NBER nnd L&R measurement schemes. As is evident from the tabulation. there 
are substantial di&renccs between the replacement cost estimates generated by 
the two procedures. despite the fact that the underlying estimation approa&s in 
Eqs. (2) and (3) are very similar. The discrepancies arise from the ditkrent 
treatments of year-to-year declines in inventory, as man&ted in Eq. (4) in the 
NBER methoddogy. and the d&rent weighting schemes employed when more 
than one inventory accounting method is used by a firm Whik these might be 
puived as minor diAzremzs in the abstract. = see from Tabk 5 that the impact 
can be surprisingl,, law. The L&R rq&ement cost estimates range up to five to 
six times those obtained under the NBER approach We again find it disquieting 
that the choice between the two can so dramatically aftact the results 

The figures obtained by adjusting book inventories upward by the annual 
LIFO reserveconsistently fall somewherc between the NBER and L&R estimates. 
We find this to be a general. albeit not universal tendency in other applications as 
well. That characteristic does not in itself make them better estimates ofcoursc 
but we would argue that there arc suflicicnt reasons to be skeptical of existing 
procedures as to conclude that qlaament cost estimates supplied directly h-t* the 
firm involved. ./or its particular circumstrnca, dcscrve a prsumption of greater 
validity. Thaw is what the reported LIFO reserve figures ofkr. 

Prevailing approaches to measuring the numerator of Tobin’s q appear to us 
to be more solidly grounded. The t*(wre(l measurement approach. ofcourse. is to 
collect data on the actual market prices of the firm’s outstanding securities In 
large-sample settings however. not only can this be an impractical task but the 
relevant securities are not always publicly traded. Hence valuation infercnccs 
will normally be required. 

In the case ofcommon stock. the Center for Research in Securit: Prices (CRSP) 
and COMPUSTAT data bases provide the -ry information to arrive at 
total market value. For pr&rred stock. which c;m be treat& as a perpetual 
instrument to a rcasonabk first approximation. the ratio of the firm’s aggregate 
annual prefd dividend payments to the amcurren~ market yield on medium- 
grade pt-dkmd stock shouM provide an acccptabk estimate of market value for 
most companies. This is the approach suggested by L&R and adopted in the 
NBER Master Me. It is the approach we employ here. P&St anpirical investiga- 
tions have often simply assumed the market value of preferred to be equal to its 
book value. This can also be an acceptable first approximation. since prekrnzd 
comprises only a very small proportion of total US corporate capitalization For 
a discussion of similar measuceme~rt issues see Perfect and Wiles ( 1994). 



An accurate estimate of the market value of a firm’s outstanding debt 
obligations requires knowledge not only of the associated coupon and maturity 
structure but also of the credit quality of each component. Because information 
of that sort is not available from standard data sources, alternative approximate 
procedures have been developed. We follow the NBER methodology. which is 
based on that proposed initially by Brainard. Shoven. and Weiss (1980). The 
market value of short-term debt is assumed to be equal to its book value. For 
longer-term debt, the conventions are that: (I) the maturity composition of each 
firm’s debt on the initiation date of the analysis is identical to the maturity 
structure of aggregate corporate debt on the same date and (2) each component 
of debt is issued at par. with a 20-year maturity. and at a coupon rate equal to 
the prevailing yield on newly issued bonds carrying a Moody’s Baa rating 
Given these stipulations and subsequent observed changes in the book value of 
debt. the maturity structure ofthe firm’s debt each year thereafter isdeterminate. 
Evolving observed Baa bond yields are then used to calculate the implied 
market value of the debt 

KlocE Thies. and Baum tl9Q!] k ic shown that this prrcedure provides 
3 .rroih wter cbtunate C)I the maritet value of corporate debt than does an 
assumption that book and market values are equal. Their lest deals with the 
interval 1977 83 when interest rates were rising. and shows the NBER methodo- 
logy to produce a slight overestimate of actual market values in that environ- 
ment. Logic would suggest that an underestimate would result during a time like 
the late 1980s and early 1990s when interest rates were declining Since our 
empirical analysis covers the years 1975.. 1991. and thereby encompasses major 
swings in both directions in bond yields any potential errors in the debt market 
valueestimates for individual years associated with the adopted NBER proced- 
ure should balance out. As a test. we compare the results of the NBER 
calculations with the record of the annual average prices of corporate bonds 
traded on the New York Stock Exchange as reported each year in the NYSE 
Fact Book. For the sample ofcompanies we examine. the overall mean estimate 
of the market value of long-term debt during the period 1975-31 is 94.7% of 
book value. The corresponding average for 1975-91 for all NYSE-traded bonds 
is 95.0% of book value. The null hypothesis that the means of the two distribu- 
tions ofannual ratios of market to book value are identical cannot be rejected at 
the 95% confidence level. 

To assess tbe impact of our revised approach to estimating asset replacement 
costs, we apply that approach empirically to the determination of Tobin’s 
Q ratios for a large sample of US nonfinancial corporations. and compare the 
findings with those obtained from existing methodologies. The data cover the 
- 
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indicated period 1975 1991. where I975 is the earliest year for which LIFO 
reserve infomution is reported by COM PUSTAT. The requirements for inclu- 
sion in the sample are: (I) financial statement information on the firm is 
available both on the 1992 COMPUSTAT tape. which provides 20 years of 
data. and on the COMPUSTAT BackData Tape. which contains information 
back to 1954: (2) the firm’s common shares are listed on either the New York or 
American Stock Exchange; and (3) information on the firm’s inventory valu- 
ation method and LIFO reserve inlormation (for compank that use LIFO) are 
continuou4y available on COMPUSTAT over the study period. Companies in 
SIC codes 6ooo- -6999 (financial firms) are excluded. 

Data from the &ckData Tape are required both for our methodology and for 
the NBER and L&R calculations if asset replacement cost estimates beginning 
with 1975 are to be derived. The latter two procedures require an historical 
build-up period for the replacement cost computations. and our methodology 
requires a history of net fixed asset and depreciation data in order to permit the 
reconstruction of the set of ‘vintages’ of fixed assets in p&e. Information on 
a firm’s inventory valu ttion convention is needed to impkmcnt the NBER and 
L&R inventory replacement cost algorithms 

We report in our tabulations the resulting q ratio estimates for a firm for every 
year from 1975 to 1991 f or which it is posstble from CIIMPUSTAT data to 
cakulate the ratios for the firm according lo all three methodologies A min- 
imum of five years of available prior data to build up the inventory and fixed 
asset replacement cost estimates for the NBER and L&R measures is imposed as 
a requirement. If more than five years’ pm-1975 information is available. we 
bqgin the build-up perid uith the earliest available year. The resulting sample 
ranges from 252 observations per year in the early ponion of the study period to 
608 per year in the later portion. A :otal of 67X companies and 8625 obsena- 
tions are included. 

The price index used to adjust fixed assets to replacement cost is the implicit 
GNP price deflator for nonresidential !i,.ed investment. Following the proccd- 
urc adopted by the NBER. inventory replacement cost estimates under that 
approach employ the inventory price deflator series from the .Ecrmonric Rqw tf 
rhe fresidenr. The weighting scheme used when multiple inventory valuation 
methodsare listed matchcx that which the NBER M. strr Fitc recommends. For 
the L&R inventory estimates. the CPI and PP. series are used. and the 
dominant reported valuation method is assumed to apply to all inventories. 

9. E!stimatcs of fixed asset rcplaetmcot costs 

The difierenccs between the measures of fixed asset repiacemcnt costs produc- 
ed by existing procedures and those obtained from our proposed alternative are 
evident from Table 6. We list the annual means Tot the sampled firms over the 



Table 6 
Empirical estimates of the ratios of tin4 asset replacement cods IO net book fixed BSSCI~. under 
alternative atimation procedurw Sample of 67X nonfinancial corpor;ltion\ over the period 
1975 1991 

Ye3r 

Mean ratio of cstimatcd rcplacemsni cost to net lid aset 
book vidue 

Sample 
NBER I&R L&R5 OURS sue 

IY75 
I976 
I917 
l97U 
IV79 
19x0 
IVXI 
19X2 
IYfIZ 
l9U-t 
! 1-c 

IYMI 
I9U7 
tvnu 
lW9 
IVW 
IPYI 

I 509 0 979 
I.522 0.972 
I.567 o.Y95 
l..sYl !n6V 
I .b?Y 1.071 
lb46 I .05x 
I .663 i.nbN 
1646 I .Mi 
1531 0.975 
I432 Il.WM 
1 tc 0 \ 75 
I 3Y 0.814 
I -3n 0.7X? 
I ?fsJ 0.750 
I 252 0696 
I x3 0710 
I 250 n5Y9 

I .7tw 
I .72x 
I.769 
I.796 
I.Cl 
I.X-?l 
I.VI I 
I.‘)61 
I xx5 
I.81 I 
I .-I53 
I .7k 
I71 
I 709 
IMh 
I.&d 
I .bM 

I.271 
I.273 
I.36 
I.159 
I262 
1.77’ -- 
I .3x 
1.2X? 
I.,39 
I.154 
I.1 16 
I IN4 
I.076 
I.076 
I.075 
I.070 
I .w9 

Annual aberage I.456 0.904 1.777 l.lW 

252 
36 
312 
xx 
361) 
505 
54n 
55’ 
5?7 
597 
599 
sv7 
6oS 
6CX 
6on 
6ns 
597 

Reptaamm~ cost estimates obtruted from applying the NBER Master File procedutx are lohekd 
NBER. Thou obtained from the original Lindenherg and Ros procedure are lahekd L&R. Those 
from the muddied L&R pruxdure. which stipuhta a 5. . annual fixed asset depiwiation rate. are 
lab&d L&RS. Those obtained from appl:;ing Eq\. (1% t-S41 in the text are LaMed Ol:RS. 
TAub~ed tigum arc the annual means across the sampkd lirmr of the ratio of estimated 
rqkwment cw to book ~rluc ku each firm mording to each tncthodology. 

period 1975-91 of the rat&s of estimated fixed asset replacement costs to the net 
book value of fixed asset& Cakuhtions for the original and modified Linden- 
berg and Ross procedures are provided, labeled L&R and L&R5 respectively. 

As suggested by the illustrativecases we examined. the fixed asset replacement 
cost estimates the NBER and L&R5 approaches generate are uniformly in 
excess of those identifted by our procedure. Tbe NBER replacementcost-to- 
book-value ratios are on average 23% greater than our estimates. and the L&R5 
ratios are 50% greater. Di&rences of that order of magnitude are significant. In 
particular. pairwise tests of the differences in means of the annual distributions 
of these ratios. comparing our estimates with each of the other two shown, 
indicate that the null hypothesis of equality of the means can be rejected at 
the 99% confidence level in every year for every pairwise comparison (the 



smallest r-statistic for any test is 5.76). We believe that both the NBER and 
L&R5 figures in fact. represent olvrestimates. because they do not recognize the 
impact of asset retirements. 

Conversely. the unmodified L&R procedure gives rise to estimates of fixed 
asset replacement costs that eventually fall below even the net hm,li value of the 
assets. Our illustrative cases also anticipated this outcome. It appears to be 
endemic to the methodology. as the replacement cost measurement date be- 
comes progressively more remote from the initiation date when replacement 
cost is set equal to book value. Clearly. the tabulated L&R estimates are not 
crcdibie. The ratios of replacement mt to book value estimated by the other 
three approachcz begIn to decline as well. from the mid-l- onward even 
though they remein comfortably above unity. This retlects declining inflation 
rates. 

lo. Estirnta of imE?ory rep&wKa costs 

We show in Table 7 ;I parallel comparison of the findings on inventory 
replacement costs. Here them is no ‘modified’ version of the L&R procedure to 
be addressed. Once mot-c. the nressages from our illustrative cases are confirmed. 
The estimates WC derive by adding the LIFO rrsefvc figures reported by 
COMPUSTAT to the book values of inventories consistently fall between the 
NBER and L&R estimates. 

The difkrences across the three procedures are however. less substantial than 
for fixed assets since the prmmze of a FIFO component of inventories tends to 
moderate the difTerrws. The fact that the L&R estimates are the highest and 
that the gap between them and the otl:er two widens over time would also he 
expected. Not only does the approach not allow for the phasing out d old 
inventory layers. but it treats all inventories as being on a LIFO basis if LIFO is 
reported as the dominant method. As firms move toward more extensive use of 
LIFO over time. it will show up more often ds the indicated dominant method. 
and even the FIFO component of inventories will more frequently end up being 
adjusted (improperly) for presumed price changes. 

It is morr diflicult to attempt to generalize about the likely impact of the 
NBER algorithm. The weighting scheme used ,,;xn multiple inventory valu- 
ation methods are reported is arbitrary. and a difkrent ruie is adopted for 
updating replacement cost estimates when book inventories decrea~ rather 
than increase. The net e&t here at least is a series of macement cost estimates 
that are below those provide4 by the sample firms themselves in the LIFO 
reserve figures they report. We would argue again that ihe LIFO reserve data 
should be more reliable because they are firm-specific and re%ct more detailed 
information than any standardized computational procedure can expect to 
CapIt. 



Table 7 
Empirical cslimates of the rati- of mventory replxerrzent cwlz lo book m\entoricx. under 
alternative estimation produrcs: Sample of 67X nonfinancd corporations over the period 
1975 1991. 

Mean ratlo of &mated replawmcnt ant IO inventor) 
hwk value 

Sample 
Year NBER L&R OURS size 

-- 

1975 I .on I.069 I.053 22 5 
I976 I.WI I.(#5 I II65 2x6 
L977 I .04n I. IO I.073 312 
IV7X I.061 I.111 I .079 234 
1979 I.1 I4 I.219 I I27 460 
1980 I.147 l.31? I IYX 505 
IYKI I I.50 I .36x I.217 540 
IYUl i.150 1.41s I.“4 -- SST 
IYKI I IW IAl7 I ,‘I4 577 
I!Na l.IZX IWJ I.-xl0 597 
i;*( , ‘.J !J(k I.IXS SW 
19x6 I.104 I 351 I.IJX SY7 
l9n7 I.109 I 33 I I43 60s 
198X I.114 1212 I.137 btu 
19x9 l.llU I 23.2 I.147 tm 
I990 I.110 I.417 I.147 MM 
1991 I.084 I.363 I.143 w7 

Annual awrap 1 IO5 I._r)l I.149 

Rep&amen1 cti a~imats obained from aFpi>ing the NBER Masler Ftk procedure are Iabekd 
NBER. Tboseobtairud from the Lindenberg and Row procedure are labeled L&R. Thov obtained 
by adding firmi rqorwd LIFO rewrre figure IO Abe tnwk values of their mwzn~onts are labekd 
OURS. Tabulated figures are the annual mean\ across Abe sampled firms of the ratio ol estimated 
r~l cosl lo book xduc for each tirm. according to each methodology. 

II. Estisnta ofTo4ids q 

We can then identify the effect of these various estimates on the resulting 
measures of Tobin’s q for the sampled firms. We define the q ratio for each such 
firm as the market value of the firm’s financing divided by the amount of its net 
assets measured at replacement cost. That is 

cl’ 
Total market value of outstanding securities 

Total replacement cost of net assets ’ (25) 

where the numerator consists of the amregate market vaiue of the firm’s 
short-term debt (assumed equal to book value). long-term debt (estimated 
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according to the NBER procedure), preferred stock (annual dividend obliga- 
tions divided by the prevailing yield on medium-grade preferred), and common 
stock (end-of-year share price limes number of outstanding shares). The denom- 
inator is measured as the total book value of the firm’s assets, less the book 
values of inventories and fixed assets, plus the estimated replacement costs of 
inventones and fixed assets. less all liabilities other than short- and long-term 
debt.’ Hence, the numerator for the q calculation is common to all methodo- 
logies, and only the denominator difTers. 

Tabk 8 records the time series of mean q ratios the NBER and L&R5 
procedures produce and the corresponding measures obtained from our estima- 
tion approach. Because the unmodified L&R methodology for calculating fixed 
asset replacemen t oosts yields transparently unrealistic estimates. and has Men 
from use. we do no1 include q measures derivai from that methodology. We see 
from the tabulation that the efkct of our revised estimation procedure is a set of 
q ratios umformly above those generated by existing techniques. The overall 
mean di&ence betweer. our and the NBER estimates is approximately 7%. and 
that betw AI c .& .?d the L&RS figures is just over 23%. Again, pairwise tests 
on the difkrr ,l~e~ in the means of the ratios each year permit the null hypothesis 
of the quality of those means to be rejected for every year ar the 99% confidence 
kvd (minimum t-statistic of 3.89). 

Our calculations indicate that. collectivdy. the sampled firms’ market values 
exceed the concurrent replacement costs of their operating assets throughout 
the study period. The implication is that economic value for security holders 
has consistently been created by the firms While this was only marginally the 
case during the late 1970s and early 1980s the record sma has been impressive. 
with market values exceeding replacement costs by an average of 58% over the 
most recent five years examined. Our data therefore provide a more favorable 
as~c~sment of the performance of American industry than would existing 
lnethodologies 

Not only are Ihe q measures our approach provides characteistically above 
those gcnerzred by prevailing approach bbt we believe they are h4rrer 
measures as well. We ofier the following in supporr of that contention. 

“The subtradon ofspontancous. non-intcret-bearing liabilitim such a< payahks. accruals. dcfcrrd 
tax edits and decerrcd incon~ taxe, from the denominator d Fq. (27) mcam that the dcnommator 
dkaivdy measures the firm’s fun&d invcsimenc in Cxcd ~SSCIS plus n~f wrking capital. adjusted to 
rqhement COSI. This is conxis~cnt with the standard capital b-udgctiap Jrfmition of the squired 
outlay for an invcstrncnt prw. 



l-able 8 
Empirical estimates dTobin’s q under dtcmatirc procedura for measuring 3~~1 rcplaccmcnt costs 
Sample of678 nontinancial corporatinnx over r!;: period I975 I WI. 

-- 

Year 

Mearl Tohin’s q ratio 
-- 

KBER L.&R5 OURS 
Sample 
size 

197s I.cwW 0.X! I.082 3z 
IY76 I (UP4 O.Wk I.154 36 
1977 o.wz 0.Y.U I .0n7 312 
I9nl 
lY7Y 
IyI)o 
lvxl 
I9U2 
I9XZ 
I%4 
IYXS 
Ia-6 
,9hr 
l(mM 
lQU9 
ISWO 
IWI 

I .wJ 
I w9 
1.1.33 

0.967 
I.110 
I..%? 
I.196 
;..b13 
I ‘I’ 
I .x2 
I.464 
I.572 
I.359 
l.7lU 

o.Y.81 
0 977 
I .su.c 
0.X7-l 
0.YX.l 
l.150 
I 03 
I.19.z 
: .-“(’ 
I IVI 
I -T.\J 
I ?I( 
I.154 
I .4Y 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

!. 

,157 ZZU 
,172 460 
.4X 505 
,076 -540 
,224 57 
489 577 
.2YI 5Y7 
.m SW 
-942 5’17 
.lw 605 
SW 60x 
64s tin 
43 60s 
7x1 597 - 

Annual awrap I.37 I.126 I.391 

Tobm’s q cdna~cs obtand from applying IIK NBER Matier F-ik produr~ br mcawring au*. 
@acurrent ctis XC hbcW NBER. Tbwc ohaind from opp:ying rh+ modified Lmdcnbcrg and 
Ross produrc for measuring rsct rcplmmcnt cmis arc ldckd LBRS. l&xc obtained from 
aflyng Eqn (151 {W) in Ibc 1~x1 IO mcasurc tird wet rqdaanunt cost* and adding tires’ 
reponcd LIFO mcrve ligures IO IIK book GAIC of their mwnto~ IO measure invcnlory rcplaas 
men1 u~r arc hbckd OURS. Tabdad figures arc the annu.4 mcarn acros$ tbc sampkd finnc of 
~hc rewltmg T&in’s q cstimatc\ 

Our illustrative cases show that the key to a correct determination of the 
replacement cost of fixed assets lies in the proper identification of the asset 
‘vintages’ in plaa on the measurement date. Our proeedure is east directly in 
that framework and embeds an explicit recognition of asset retirements. It 
incorporates endogenous estimates of asset lives and depreciation rates and 
contains a mechanism for adjusting the resulting estimates to reconcile them 
with the actual circumstances of the firm being studied. Even prior to that 
adjustment, our infbrred depreciation rates yield estimates of accumulated 
depreciation for the sample firms that differ on average by less than 3% from the 
amounts the firms themselves tqrort. 



Existing methodologies have none of these attributes. They lack a conceptual 
foundation for identifying asset vintages. they ignore asset retirements. and they 
apply composite depreciation rates. Consequently, they cannot capture the 
underlying determinants of fixed asset replacement costs even in simple settings. 
We draw an analogy to the choice between discounted-cash-flow measures of 
the attractiveness of a proposed investment project and the project’s prospective 
payback Hod. While both are subject to estimation error, the former employs 
the correct conceptual framework and thereby is superior as a guide to invest- 
ment decision-making, since the latter is demonstrably misleading even when 
future cash flows are known with certainty. We believe the distinctions here arc: 
similar. 

We can offer evidence to the point. from FAS 33 data from the years when 
they were reported. Although researchers have exprrsscd some reservations 
about that informatton. it remains the only publicly available large-sampk set of 
estimates of the replacement costs of corporate assets that ,Jinns have provided. 
These data are also the ones on which the original L&R study was based. 
Accordingly. we collected data on the reported ‘current cost’ values of both 
inventory and fixed assets. as identified pursuant to FAS 33 from 1979 to 1981. 
by all firms in our sample for which an annual report containing such informa- 
tion is available. There are 269 firm-year observations in the data set. We then 
compared the FAS 33 figures with those generated by the NBER. MRS. and 
our prooedures for estimating a ut replzement costs. 

The findings for fixed assets ate shown in the upper panel of Table 9. The test 
statistic is the ratio of estimat -4 t-edammt cost to the reported FAS 33 
number for each timt. A i&.rc of I. ‘rus denotes perfixt correspofKkna 
between the two. We see that the mean and median of these ratios as defined b> 
the replacement cost estimates derived from our methodology are closer to 1.0 
than is true of the other two approaches. the range is considerably less and the 
distribution of the ratios both around their mean and around I.0 is much 
tighter. 

The advantage is more pronounced for inventories The lower panel of 
Table9 displays similar statistics on the ratus of the estimated replacement 
costs of inventories to the FAS 33 valuations concurrently reported. These were 
cakuhted for the 70% of firms. who recorded at least some of their inventories 
on a LIFO basis. Using our approach. the mean and median of the observed 
ratios are almost exactly 1.0. and the dispersion therein is dramatically reduced 
as compared with existing procedures. 

We additionally compute the ratios of the FAS 33 valuations to the book 
values of the firms’ assets. and the corresponding rat& for each of the three 
replacement cost estimation iechniques at issue. We regress the FAS 33 current- 
cost-to-book figures on the replacement-cost-to-book mrasures produced by 
the three. The closer the regression slope coefficient is to 1.0. the more accurate 
we judge the estimation procedure. The slope coefficients in the case of fixed 
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Table 9 
Tests of the degree of corrczpondcnce between the esumates of as’l rrplacemenl cosls obfained 
under alternative estimation procedures and thr: ligures reported by firms pursuant IO FAS 33 as the 
current values of their asuts. Sampk of X9 firm-year obwrauons over the period 1979 HI. 

Distribution parameter 

for fisrd ll.s.uI rrpl&rmrnr c’fal’( 
Mean 
Median 
Minlmum 
Maximum 

Qandard devwtion 
Deviation around 1.V 

For inrcnfory rqhevntnr cw.d\ 
Mean 
Me&an 
Minimum 
M.rximvm 
\I. ! :-:ll “,\.“;lwI 
lkviation .uound I P 

SBER L&R5 OURS 

I.147 I.%6 0.898 
I.1 I5 I.248 0.891 
0.x1 I 0.X56 0.745 
I.XIU XMU I.257 

0. I x7 0.226 0.086 
0.237 t-064 0.133 

Q.XYZ I.141 0.996 
O.YW I.1 IO O.YY I 
c. .:x3 Il.556 0.869 
1 ‘16.’ 1.x13 I.254 

U.Y’ I- 0.306 0.050 
O.“ll -- 0.331 0.05 I 

‘Mcasurcdas[Wt - I)’ S 1’ ‘. where R is Ihe oburved ralbo cdcnllmaled replacemen Icosl1oltK 

COnCUITCfIl mpOrICd FAS 33 figUrC. and .v k lhc SMIpk ti. 

kpbamcnl anl cslin~tcr oblained b appL)inp lhc NBER Master Fik procedure are lab&d 
NBER. Those obained from the modifd lhknkrgad Ross procedure are hbekd L&R5 Those 

obtaid by ap@ying Eqs. 415) (244) in the text IO fixed aswts. and adding firms’ rcpord LIFO 
nscwc Figures lo I& book valuer of heir invenlwics. IIE lob&d OURS. TabuLakd values arc he 

panmclm of lk dihbu~iom d he ralius ofcbnatd rqbamcnt cods IO the reportal FAS 33 
ligurcs as dcula~cd for :ach firm each year under each d three fxpblmml cosl cslimalion 

llWhodologts. 

assets are O.2IO,O.oSl. and 0.961. respectively. when the NBER. MRS. and our 
estimates measure replacement costs. For inventories. the paralkl coetlicients 
are 1.436 (NBERL 0.589 (L&RSL and 1.006 (OURS). In each instance. the null 
hypothesis of the equality of the three coetXents can be rejected at the 99% 
confidence level (smalkst F = 3288). Moreover. the null hypotheses that the 
slope coefficients estimated when the FAS 33 data are regressed on our measures 
of mphement cost arc equal to I .O connot be rejected (I statistics of 0.48 and 
- 0.37). In all then. our procedure appears much more reliably to replicate the 
FAS 33 valuations.’ &cause those valuations must themselves be somewhat 
noisy. of course, these findintgs are not necessarily definitive as to the superiority 
of our methodology. Nonethekss. they accord with our arguments and we 
interpret them as respectably supportive. 

__ 
‘We standardize rhe observations in these lesls. by dividing by booh value% in order to cuntrol for 
diReremxs in company size. Regr&otts using he raw data yield sir?ilar findings. 



Among the features of our proposed approach is the fact that the replacc- 
mem cost estimates do not depend upon an arbitrary starting point selected as 
the base year to begin the calculations. Our estimate of a firm’s asset replace- 
ment costs in any given year is independent of the estimates for prior years. 
The figure for every year for fixed assets is completely self-contained. and the 
annual LIT0 reserve adjustment for inventories is an external data point not 
a derivative figure. Potential errors in prior years’ estimates therefore do not 
compound as they do under existing alternatives. and our rnetnodology will 
provide only one set of replacement cost numbers for a firm. whereas the NBER 
and L&R5 figures will change if another starting point is selected for the 
calculations. 

Table IO provti a sense of the discrepancies that can arise when difierent 
initialization dates sic chosen. The table lists the absolute dilTcrences between 
the esttmated annual q ratios generated for the individual companies in our 
sample by the NBER and L&R5 approaches as a function of the starting point 
selected. We specify four such dates for each firm: t I ) the one we adopt here for 
the empirical comparisom reported above. which is simply the earliest date 
permitted by the COMPlJST.IT and BackData files (2) 1970. (3) 1975; and (4) 
1980. Thus. we recompute the original NBER and L&R5 q measures derived for 
every firm for every year. using each of the latter three dates to initialize the 
cakulations We then compare the revised q ratios with the original ones and 
with each other. Table IO report: the resulting individualcompany absolute 
q diB&nces over the last ten years of our study period. 1982-91. sim the latest 
initialization date employed is I980 We also report the absolute dikrences 
between each of these q’s and those provided by our approach. The upper 
and lower panels report the finding for the NBER and L&R5 procedures 
respectively. 

We see that decisions about initializ.ttion dates do Aave an impact on 
measures of Tobin’s q. The impact is relatively modest for the NBER approach 
with difkrenoes in the calculated q’s averaging less than 0.03 within our sample 
depending on the date chosen and falling within a relaiively narrow band. This 
is because the choice afiects only the NRFP inventory tep!.:zment cost 
estimates. The impact is substantially greater under the L&R5 methodology. 
however. The alternative initialtition dates examined give rise to mean difkr- 
ences in the resulting y estimates ranging from 0.046 to 0.317. with wide 
variations for individual firms being prevalent. I&XXI. the infernal sensitivity of 
the L&R5 estimates to the choice of initialization date is of roughly the same 
order of magnitude as !hc di&rences Irer~.cert the estimates derived from that 
approach and our own. The NBER estimates. whenever initiated. di&r notice- 
ably from ours as well. We regard all these as meaningful discrepancies, espe- 
cially in light of recent findings by Perfect. Peterson. and feterson (1995) that 



Table IO 
Tc,ts of the impact olalternatire initntlization data on the resulting estimates of Tobin’s (I. Samples 
of 51 IX year-end estimates of indiridualconrp.tny y ratios owr the period 19X-! 1991. calculated 
awording IO each initializatton date. 
- 

Pair-wiw Mean absolute Standard deviation 
comparison. based ditkrcncL\ bctuccn d the dtstribution 
on initialization he two Tobin’\ q d absolmc 
date cstimatn dilferenazs 

NBER tE) ~5. NBER (70) O.ltOl 0.w 
HBER (Et vs. NBER 17% o.w7 0.015 
NBER tE) vs. NBER IW 0.03 o.(u2 
NBER t7Ot vs. NBER (751 o.olI6 O.OI 
NBER (75) \s. NBER t8Ot 0.0, I 0.033 
NBER 00, vs. NBER tKOt 0.027 0.041 
NBER (Et \s. OURS O.l(l7 0.156 
NBER 0th vs. OURS 0.106 0. I 56 
NBER (751 vs. OUKS Il’nJ 0.1.54 
L:lm ,’ \ \ (;:‘Rr ,I 8, I n.is 

AR5 (Et \s. L&R5 (7th 
AR5 ~EI \s. L&R5 1751 
w&R5 tE) \s. L&R5 WN 
w&R5 470) 6s. lAR5 (751 
AR5 (75) YS. L&R5 cIKh 
AR5 (70) YL L&R5 UK% 
aR5 tEt \‘s. OURS 
L&R5 (70) YS. OURS 
-aUS 175) Ys OL’RS 
AR5 OKI) ,\. OURS 

0.046 

tt.lW 
Q.?l7 
o.(w9 
0.191 
0.276 
0.31 I 
0.272 
0.214 
018.4 

0.074 

O.IJlc 
Q.472 
0. I? I 
P.?R6 
().a4 
0.255 
0.‘4’ -- 
Cl.??0 
0. I97 

As@ rq&amcnc cost Csttmatcx and Tobm’s q measures ohtainal by appl!mp the NBER Master 
FIN procuB~rc are laMed NBER. Those obtained from the ntodtlird Lirnknbcrp and Ross 
prxrrlurc arc latdal lAR5. The designations E. 70.75. and b0 om these tncautrrr refer to tL 
atimaws ohdad rhcn he initialization data kn the cakulations arc. respa~~wl): tat rhc earliest 
date COMPUSTAT data permit: tbt 19701 tct 1975: and tdt WO. The y estimates ohoiucd by 
applyng Ecp t 15) 424) in the text to fixed awets. and a&http firms reported LIFO rc-c figures to 
the book gala d tkir invcntotics are lab&d OURS. The tabulated \altus are the means and 
standard deviations d the abxrkttc di(kmnccs obscncd in pilirwtsc comparisons d the q ratios 
calculated for each indiGdual firm. ow the 51 IR pairwise otncrvations in&r&d in each lest. 

inferences drawn empirically using q measures arc not robust IO the measures’ 
construction even under existing procedures for estimating 4. 

Althou& the NBER estimates of fixed asset replacement costs do not depend 
on an initialization date. we raised the issue earlier as to whether the embedded 
estimation technique is fundamentally sound. We pointed both to a simple 
illustrative case in which it yielded clearly incorrect results. as well as to 
exampies of applications to actual company circumstances where the key 



parameter derived the ‘smoothed average age’ of fixed assets varied 
erratically from year to year, while our inferred ‘characteristic asset life’ did not. 
We believe it appropriate to be suspicious of procedures that display erratic 
behavior of this sort. The composition and average age of a firm’s fixed assets 
can certainly change over time as it retires old assets and acquires new ones. We 
would, however. generally expect this to be a gradual rather than a jump 
process. Accordingly, we propose that the greater the degree of yearly fluctu- 
ation in an estimation parameter that alleges to measure fixed asset lives for 
a firm for purposes of estimating the firm’s asset replacement costs the fess 
credible are the reulting estimates. 

We evaluate the NBER and our parameters by that standard. There is no 
comparable construct in the L&R5 methodoiogy because depreciation rates 
(and implicitly. asset lives) are prescribed rather than measured. We compute 
the absolute annual percentage changes in the inferred NBER smoothed aver- 
age asset lives and m our inferred characteristic asset lives. for each firm in our 
sample for each successive year it appears There are 7861 observations inch&d 
in both sets of calculations We find the NBER smoothed average age estimate 
to have a mean absolute annual change across successt ‘vc years at the individual- 
firm kvel equal to ZO.g%. with a standard deviation of 40.9%. The counterpan 
statistics for our characteristic asset lik measure are just 7.5% and IO%. 
respectively. The pattern exhibited in the examples in Table 4 therefore appears 
to prevail more broadly. and se mterpret this as further evidence in support of 
the logic of our methodology. 

12.3. Tests t$ concorahce 

Differences in q estimates can also lead to differenoes in the ordering of firms 
by their q ratios The latter is a commor procedure in investigations that use q as 
a ranking variable (e.g.. Lang and St&. 1994 Oenir Denis and Sarin. 1994: 
Berger and Ofek. 1995; Lang Ofek. and Stub 19961 We test the likely impact of 
our methodology on q orderings in samples of the size typtcally found in 
empirical studies by selecting SO random samples of ,XJO companies each from 
our full sample. The degree of correspondence in the ordering of firms by 
alternative q estimation techniques is aHed by ranking the firms in each 
sample according to the q’s derived from the diekrcnt approaches and comput- 
ing Kendall‘s r’s across the rankmgs. A value of I.0 for r denotes pert&t 
agreement between two rankings. and (I - r)Z is the observed frequency with 
which the ordering ofany given pair of firms is inver;ed in the two. Our tests arc 
on ordinal rather than cardinal data because. in empirical applications. it is the 
direction -- not the mag ‘:t ‘e - of the MTerence between firms’ q’s that is 
rekvant. In a similar fashion, the Spearman rank correlation coeEcient treats 
ranks as though they were scores. whereas Kendall’s r examines the number of 
iwersions in rank which occur for all pairs of observations within a sample when 



Table I I 
Tests of rhe degree ofagreement among the orderings of lirmh according to alternalivc estlmaics of 
~SM replacement costs and Tobin‘, q’s. Data are for 54 random slrmplm of 200 firms each. covering 
the period 1975 1991 

Ati @aamen CM crtimates. and Tnbin’r q measures. obtain4 b, q&mg Ik NBER Master 
Fik pocc&~ am labeled NBER. 7how nblaincd from :k moMed Lindenkrg and Ross 
pwcdure arr labeled lAR5. Those obiamcd b rppljmg F+. (1st CJI in rk text IO fixed ams. 
and addmc firms’ reportal LIFO wcne figura IO tk hook vale of their inwn~twies. are labckd 
OlJRS. Ranking by inrcntory and fixed asse: replaaxnen~ ants control for di&tna~ In firm siu 
by dwdiag tk rqiaamenr rvsl es~imalcr i&each firm by ~kwncurrcnt bo& \aluhoCtk asuts 
Tabulated v&es arc Kcnd.4 r tia~isti~~ measuring tk degree of agreemen I betwee 1he o-dennp 
of firms in each sampk. in each pam& ~xunparison of tiimalion techniques. 

the objects are ranked by two different metrics(Hays. 1963). Again. the latter test 
oldisagreement is the empirically rekvant one. 

The findings are in Table I I. We list the mean. median. and range ol the 
resulting r values for each comparison between methodologies. We provide 
similar data for comparisons of the rankings of the firms in each sample by tat 
the ratio of the estimated replacement cost of inventories to the concurrent book 
value of inventories and (b) the ratio of estimated fixed asset replacement cost to 
book value, under each methodology. The tabulated r statistics indicate that 
there is substantial - but by no means complete - agreement in the orderings of 
firms by their estimated 4 ratios, across estimation techniques. Consistent with 
the findings reported in Table 8. the NBEK orderings correspond more closely 
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to ours than do the L&R5 rankings. The T vahm listed su%est that, on average. 
a reordering of pairs of firms by their q’s will occur in approximately one out of 
I2 instances when our methodology is substituted for existing approaches. The 
rankmgs by the ratios of inventory and fixed asset replacemerlt costs to book 
values are considerably less in agreement. 

A further type of ordering is relevant to studies that divide samples of firms 
into those having q ratios above and below 1.0 in order to cfassify them 
according to the relative quality of their investment expenditures (e.g.. Lang and 
Litzenberger. 1989; Sewaes, 1994; Yoon and Starks 1995). Our methodol~ 
again has an impa,% on the dassifications that result. Within the same 50 
samples reported on in Table I I. the q ratios estimated by our procedure place 
8% cf the firm-year observations included therein on a ditTerent side of the 
q = 1.0 benchmark than do the q’s derived from the NBER approach. In 
comparison with the L&R5 estimates fully 19% of the observationsare reclassi- 
fied. These di&rem have the potential to alter the conclusions drawn from 
investigations that sort firms by their q’r 

The ordering and &G&cation distinctions are accentuated among firms 
whose q’s are in the vicinity of 1.0. There art. in our sample. 1399 firm-year 
estimates ofq that fall in trie range from 0.90 to l-10. using our measurement 
procedure. For that subsampk the Kendall r value obtained by comparing the 
ranking of firms by our q’s and the NBER q’s is just 0.380. and the counterpart 
value lor a comparison with the L&R5 rankings is only 0.224. Moreover. the 
frequency with which the estimates difir as to whether a firm’s q is above or 
below 1.0 rises to 26?; tOI IRS vs. the NBER measures) and 43% (OURS vs. the 
L&R5 measures). 

12.4. Commentag 

There are a number of advantages of our proposed methodolcgy. It is 
computationally mote efficient because the q ratio to be estimated does not 
require a series of asset replacement cost estrmates for prior years. For the same 
reason. the measure obtained is not dependent upon the choia of an initializa- 
tion date. Unlike other procedures. ours de& explicitly with the underiying 
determinants of fixed asset t+aament costs. the investment ‘vintages’ in place 
for a Erm. It thereby is capable of accurately recreating those vintages. while 
other techniques inherently cannot. Among rhe as-ted benefits is the ease 
with which patterns other than straight-line (econtimic) depreciation can be 
incorporated into the replacement cost measufer once the vintages are identi- 
fied. This capability is not present in existing methodologies. A further benefit is 
that tire identified asset vintages also provide a natural vehicle for the estimation 
of mar&al q’s. 

t Our procedure provides an endogenous estimate of the characteristic eco- 
nomic life of a firm’s fixed assets. It contains a consistency check and an 
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adjustment mechanism to reconcile the resulting inferred (book) depreciation 
profile with the firm’s actual reported depreciation. We note that. in application 
to our sample. this reconciliation requires only a 3% mean adjustment to the 
initial accumulated depreciation inferences. Our estimates of fixed asset lives are 
stable over time at the individual-firm level. whereas the counterpart parameter 
in the NBER methodology is not. Finally, our measures of inventory replace- 
ment costs utilize information supplied directly by firms, rather than relying on 
estimation techniques that are sensitive to the selection of an initialization date. 
Again. computational requirements are reduced. 

Because of these advantages. our procedure yields measures of asset replace- 
ment costs that. in comparison with those generated by existing procedures, 
much more closely track the corresponding FAS 33 estimates reported by firms. 
Because the numerators for the calculations are identical. the 9 estimates 
obtained from our approach difkr to a lesser extent from the estimates 
arising from current ap?roache than do the replacement cost estimates for 
zhe assets that comprise the denorr %ators of the 9’s. Nonc&kss. there are, 
I.; :&. JL(~M&IE Jitiercrloes whKh can aflat empirical findings. We interpret 
these dilkrences as evidence of measurement error under existing mcthodo- 
logies - error that is easily avoided and can only confound studies that 
must necessarily deal with other noisy data. The difkrenas are especially 
apparent in comparing our q estimates with those from the (modified) 
Lindenberg and Ross procedure. which is the most frequently employed existing 
methodology. 

The metric referred to as Tobin’s 9 has become an important input to a wide 
range of empirical investigations in financial economics. Our examination of 
existing approaches to measuring 9 ratios for firms however. leads us to the 
opinion that they have serious shortcomings borh in design and in application. 
We address these concerns by formulating an alternative methodology that is 
both simpkr and, we conrend. morr accurate. The improvemenrs involve new 
procedures for estimating asset replacement costs. 

We compare our approach lo past approaches using hypotherical cases in 
which asset replacement costs are known. We find that our methodology 
succeeds in arriving at these known values whereas prevailing approaches do 
not. We test the approaches on selected actual firm circumstances that present 
particular challenges for replacement cost estimation. We find that our method- 
ology yields objectively reasonabk rep4 acement cost estimates. but existing 
methodologies kil to do so. We conch& from these and other tests that our 
proposed procedure should thereby kad to improved estimates of q ratios in 
pracrice. 



We apply our methodology to the estimation of y ratios for a large and 
diversesampleof US nontinancialcorporations.covering the period 1975. 1991. 
We compare the results to the corresponding estimates produced by existing 
techniques. We find that our revised 4 ratios exceed the latter on average by 
anywhere from 10% to 20% over the study period. and often dilTer substantially 
at the individual-firm level. These findings raise the possibility that conclusions 
from past empirical investigations that have relied on what we believe to be 
flawed approaches to estimating q’s may deserve reexamination. 
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